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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, December 19, 197'7
Former All-OVC Quarterback To Be MSU Coach
Mike Gottfried, Offensive
Coordinator At Arizona, To
Be Named To Post, Sources Say
.• NEW REGENT — Patsy Dyer, foreground, secretary to Murray State University Board of Regents swears in a new
member, Ron Christopher, Saturday, as one of the first business items for the board. A smiling Mrs. Christopher
looks on. Christopher, commonwealth attorney for the 42nd judicial District, replaces the late Frank Albert Stub-
blefield on the board
Staff Photo by Lowell Atchley
Santa Letters Show Varied Wants
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Reporter
Jayna Keeling, a second grade
student at North Elementary, says she
would like a "Ferrah Faucet doll
house" this Christmas.
And among his other requests to
Santa Claus, David, a student at South-
west Elementary, says he wants "a six
dollerman."
Those are a couple of requests that
second grade students in Murray and
Calloway County made in letters to
Santa Claus at the North Pole. Santa
has returned many of the letters to the
newspaper. They will appear
throughout the week beginning with
today's issue.
What are children in the first, second
and third grades requesting this year?
Leading toys, many of them inspired by
television and motion pictures, are
Green Machine, Stretch Monster, Baby
Alive, Baby This and That, Operation
Game, Farrah Fawcett Doll House,
plus Star Wars related games, puzzles
and coloring books, sweat shirts, mini
bikes, cash registers. Barbie clothes,
accessories and related items, are also
on the childrens' request lists.
Many of the second grade boys want
toys and games inspired by their
favorite professional football team.
The letters writers are not shy about
asking for special gifts for their
brothers and sisters. Many ask for
chain saws for their dads and jewelry
for their mothers.
One writer told Santa her sister wants
a car but emphasized she probably
won't get it because her sister is only
15!
Most of the youngsters preface their
letters by telling Santa they have been
good this year. Many are curious about
Santa's helpers, the elves, and ask
about their favorite reindeer, Rudolph.
Many are not remiss in reminding
Santa about the true meaning of
Christmas — the birth of Christ.
At Robertson Elementary, Sherry
Lynn Lovett said, "Me and my sister
Penny allways gets exided when you
bring us toys." Bethany Thompson
reminded Santa, "Will you please send
me some nice presents because
mommy and daddy said we've been
good this year and desereve some nice
thigs." Jennifer Hammilton says she
"wood like to see Rudolph some day."
Mark W. asks Santa, "How do you no all
the houses. don't you get tired of staing
up so late?" And one letter writer, Lisa,
simply asks for "a gift for christmas."
Carter Elementary students
Cassandra and Lori both thanked Santa
for gifts he brought last year, and
Gidget Vaughe asks Santa "to bring
rudolph the red nose rain deer." Among
requests at Carter, Kevin asks for a
mini bike; Robert asks for a Stretch
Monster; Trice asks for a hot wheels
and jaws game; Steve asks for a sweat
suit; Chip says he wants a dog.
Kim, a second grade student at
Carter told Santa, "We Love Christmas
because We get presents and toys."
Charles says," I will leave you some
milk will you let me have a Steter
Monster and a model and closhes and I
want be bad." Dana says she can't
"think of all" the presents she wants
this Christmas. And Sammy says, "I
hope theat I see you sometime. I bin
gud."
A younster attending North
Elementary says also that she wants a
"Ferrah Faucet doll house."
Another North Elementary student,
Jason Hunt, has a considerable number
of presents that he wants Santa to
deliver this year: "race car set,
Electric foot ball and a O.J. Simpson
doll. and a pocketknife. and a B-ti gun.
and a train, and a new basketball. and
nerf football. And star wars dolls. And a
Carter Confers With
Advisers On Tax Plan
WASHINGTON ( API — President
Carter, placing a heavy emphasis on
the economy, canceled today's regular
Cabinet meeting to confer with
economic advisers and congressional
leaders on the package of tax, em-
ployment and anti-inflation measures
he will unvoil in January.
Administration officials, workin
under Vice President Walte'r F. Mon-
dale and Stuart E. Eizenstat, Carter's
assistant for domestic affairs and
policy, are in the midst of an effort to




duties Jan. 1. He succeeds Dr. Marshall
Gordon, who has been functioning in a
dual role since he was appointed vice-
president for university services in
August.
A native of Hardin, where he still
lives, Boggess joined the faculty in 1966
after teaching four years at Murray
High School. Be earned the B. S. degree
at Murray State, the M.S. degree at
Purdue University, and, the Ph. D.
degree at the University of Tennessee.








into the program to
prepare elem en-
tary.teachers.
Dr. Boggess Bggess was a
coordinator of the grant proposal
preparation for the ISMEP, which is
supported by a National Science Foun-
dation (NSF) grant of $336,500. the
grant award for the 36-month project is
the largest NSF grant in Murray State
history.
He also served as chairman of the
committee which conceived and im-
plemented planning for the Centel' for
Enhancement of Teaching Ef-
fectiveness, which was established on
the campus this fall.
inside today 
Along with his interest in innovative
teaching, Boggess has also been active
as a researcher, particularly in his
academic specializations of inorganic
chemistry and photoelectron spec-
troscopy.
He is a member of the Kentucky
Academy of Science and the American
Chemical Society (ACS) and has served
as chairman of the Kentucky Lake
Chapter of the ACS.
Boggess said he hopes to work with
the faculty in developing a clearer
focus for the College of Environmental
Sciences.
"My immediate interest is to identify
areas of potential and to establish
priorities so that we can realize
maximum benefit from the assets
available to the college," he explained..
He specifically mentioned the Land
Between The Lakes, the Hunter Han-
cock Biological Station, the university
farm, the West Kentucky I.ivestock
Show and Exposition Center, the
Animal Diagnostic Laboratory in
Hopkinsville, the Landsat program,
and proximity to the coalfields and the
chemical industry concentration at
Calvert City.
Boggess and his wife, the former
Molly McKinney of Livingston County,
have two children who are students at
Murray State — Bobby, a senior, and
Becky, a freshman.
Mrs. Boggess is a sixth grade teacher
in the Marshall County school system
One Section — 20 Pages
Murray High boys team drubbed Hickman County 55-45
to win the Laker Basketball Tournament this weekend;
Calloway County's Laker girls team toppedfulton County
56-52 in the ladies' division of the roundball finals. Murray
State University was not so lucky, dropping another home
stand, this time against tough Livingston State, 6247.





developing toward evening. High
in the low to mid 50s. Scattered
light showers changing to snow
flurries tonight and colder. Low
in the low to mid 30s. Mostly
cloudy with scattered light Snow
or flurries Tuesday. Colder with
" high around 40.
today's index
Classifieds  16, 17, 18, 19
Crossword  15
Comics  15
Dear Abby  2
Deaths & Funerals ...... 20
Horoscopes • ' 
Let's Stay Well '
Local Scene —,
. Opinion Page 4%...
Sports  .5,6,7,8
Eizenstat said Sunday that top
priority would undoubtedly be given to
the economy, although "we don't have
the priorities all set."
Beginning a day-long series of
economic policy meetings, Carter
'planned to sit down first with the
Cabinet officials most directly involved
in economic policy, along with senior
White House officials, and then with
House and Senate leaders and several
committee chairmen.
Then he was to meet with the 15-
member executive committee of the
National Governors Association to
discuss the fiscal 1979 budget.
Carter also planned to spend two
hours listening to officials from the
Energy Department, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
and the international affairs section oi
the State Department appeal for in-
creases in their allotments under the
budget, which goes into effect next Oct.
1.
Today's schedule represented an
unusually concentrated study of -
economic issues for Carter, who begins., • jequest.
a six-day Christmas vacation on The planning commission meets ir
Wednesday in Plafns, Ga. "city hall.
spiderman doll. and magic markers
and a checter beard. My mom wants a
gold necklace."
Gina Coursey, a student at North
Elementary, requests a "big jewely
box" for her mother. Emily Bucy says
"my daddy wants a chanesaw for
christmas." Melissa Smith wishes
"Marry Christmas To All." Thenia
says she wants "a Baby heart Beat,"
and "clothes for by baby." Tarruqx
Downs says, "I want a Buddy four
chrstmas."
At Southwest Elementary, Mike Rice
asks Santa, "Get my sister a little
piano, an a little trycle." Tracy asks
Santa "Get me and my brother four hot
wheels cars. Don't forget Miss Cooper
(his teacher)." Patrick reminds Santa
that he is going to Campbellsville for
Christmas. And Marla tells the Jolly
Elf that she will be at her grand-
mother's. "But, I will be at home in the
morning. I will open my presents In the
morning,- she adds.
Angela, a student at Southwest, asks
Santa to "come down the chimne.'
Carey writes, "I'll leaf some milk and
cookeis for you, I want a watch. I think
my sister wants some jewelry."
Roger Miller sums up most of the
youngsters' feelings about Santa: "I
like you, your my best buty. Ples came
over my house. I want you to eat with
us. I am goi..g to leve cookies on the
table."
By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor
A former All Ohio Valley Conference
quarterback will be the new head
football coach at Murray State
University according to information
obtained by The Murray Ledger &
Times today from reliable sources.
Michael Charles Gottfried, a former
quarterback at Morehead State
University and presently offensive
coordinator at the University of
Arizona, has been named to the
position, sources close to the university
revealed today.
It was rumored this morning, but
unconfirmed, that university officials
planned to call a press conference for
sometime Tuesday at which the official
announcement that Gottfried had ac-
cepted the position would be made
public.
The Murray State Board of Regents
authorized Dr. Constantine Curris,
university president, to offer em-
ployment to a new coach at its meeting
on the campus Saturday. At that time,
Dr. Curris said he planned to make
contact with the individual recom-
mended by a screening committee and
approved by the board either Sunday or
today and that a public announcement
would be made later in the week.
Gottfried will replace W. W. (Bill)
Furgerson in the head coaching
position. Furgerson resigned in
November following his llth year at the
helm of the Racers. Furgerson gave as
tus reason for resigning dissatisfaction
on the part of university officials in that
the Racers had not won a conference
•-championship.
Following Furgerson's resignation, a
screening committee headed by Dr.
Marshall Gordon, vice-president for
university services, was appointed to
review applicants for the position. Over
100 individuals, ranging from high
school to the professional football
coaching ranks, applied for the post and
the committee's recommendation was
made to the board of regents in
executive session at Saturday's
meeting.
Gottfried is in his first year as of-
fensive coordinator at Arizona. Prior to
going to Arizona he was offensive back-
field coach at Youngstown State
University for two years and has served
as head football coach at three high
schools in Ohio. He also served as
defensive secondary coach for
Morehead in 1971-72.
Gottfried, 33, is married and the
couple has two children.
At Saturday's meeting Curris also
announced to the board that he has
submitted biennial budget requests for
the Animal Diagnostic Laboratory in
Hopkinsville transferred to Murray
• State by Gov. Julian Carroll in October.
He said the university has submitted
requests, as authorized by the board, of
$627,436 for 1978-79 and $640,922 for 1979-
80 to provide for continuation of
existing diagnostic services. The 1978-
79 biennial budget request also includes
$296,275 in 1978-79 and $497,862 in 1979-80
for a new food animal research
program. In addition, Curris said the
university has requested $45,692 in
transition costs and $41,140 for planning
and pilot research projects for the
period from Jan. Ito June 30,1978.
A single outlay capital construction
request of $2,738,148, CUITiS added, will
provide for the following: A 19,600
square foot research addition to the
diagnostic laboratory; a 2,500 square
foot maximum isolation building; and
swine and cattle herd facilities on the
Murray State campus for research
projects requiring access to large
animal population.
In other action the board:
—Officially accepted the gift of the
Jesse Stuart Collection of manuscripts,
books, proofs, photographs,
correspondence and memorabilia. The
collection of the world famous Ken-
tucky poet and author, which has been
on long-term loan to the university
since 1960, will be held inperpetuity by
the university and made available to
scholars for study.
—Named the present library the
Forrest C. Pogue Special Collections
Library in honor of the 1931 alumnus
who is now director of the Dwight D.
Eisenhower Institute for Historical
Research of the Smithsonian Institute.
A new library under construction on the
campus will be known as the Harry Lee
Waterfield Central Library.
—Authorized establishment of a
credit union at the university with a
commitment of some financial and
physical support for a three-year
period. —
—Approved a plan offering sup-
plemental life insurance at group rates
to university employees who wish to
pay the additional premium.
M. Ronald Christopher, Murray, took
the oath of office as a member of the
board at the beginning of the meeting,
and the full slate of board officers was
re-elected, including Dr. Charles
Howard, Mayfield, as chairman.
Dr. Gary Boggess Named MSU
Environmental Sciences Dean
Dr. Gary W. Boggess, associate
profess& of chemistry at Murray State
University, has been named dean of the
College of Environmental Sciences on
the campus.
He was appointed by the board of
regents Saturday upon the recom-
mendation of Dr. Constantine W.
Curris, university president. A 10-
member search committee worked for
several months and screened about 50
applications for the position.
Boggess, 41, will assume his new
Seven Band Members
Named To All-State Band
Seven Murray High School Band
musicians have been named to the 1978
all-state band and all-state orchestra.
Also, Murray High Stage Band has
returned to Murray after playing to a
standing room only crowd Friday at the
Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago, the part
of the 31st Annual Midwest Band and
Orchestra Clinic.
Named to the band and orchestra are
Marilyn Howard, first cornet, Doug
Crafton, first trombone, Dwaine
Hampton, tuba, James Harrison, snare
drum, Sharon Blodgett, B-flat soprano
clarinet, Carol Montgomery, bass
clarinet and Kent Eversmeyer, French
horn.
Colonel Arnold Gabriel of the United
States Air Force Band will conduct
when the students gather in Lexington
on the evening of March 15 for three
days of rehearsals. Their concerts will
be presented on March 18 at the
Lexington Convention Center.
According to Murray High Band
Commission
To Elect Officers
Murray Planning Commission is
expected to elect officers for the
commission to serve in 1978, when the
board meets Tuesday, Dec. 20.
Also on the agenda for the 7
meeting is a possible Vote on Harley
Roberson's rezoning request and a
public hearing on Dan Miller's rezoning
Director Joe Sills, the Murray High
Stage Band received a standing ovation
at the conclusion of their last number in
a performance in the International
Ballroom in Chicago Friday. Playing
with the band were Louis Bellson and
Jamie Abesold.
Sills 'said comments from the
audience included: "...for superior to
any high school stage band that has
ever performed at Midwest.. amazing
that a small high school can produce a
band of this caliber..." Sills said "one
person that expressed an interest in the
band was the vice president of the
Canadian Bandmasters Association,
who indicated that Canada is just
beginning with high school jazz bands
and wanted to know the procedures
involved in establishing such programs
in small high schools."
In addition to performing, the 32
Murray High stage band members
attended concerts, visited displays and
exhibits, toured the Schulke Trumpet
Factory and Frank's Drum Shop, one of
the world's largest percussion centers.
"They also found time to to do some
shopping at the Marshall Fields Store
on State Street," Sills said.
"We didn't realize the impact that
our band has had around the country.
Our students and the directors were
constantly being stopped and
questioned about our band, our
program and our community," Sills
said.
Sills reminded members of Murray
High Marching Band there will be a
final rehearsal at 3 p.m. Monday, Dec.
26. The band departs for its Orange
Bowl tour on Tuesday, 1*.!?. k
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FREDERICKSBURG,
Va.—The Rev. andArs.
Harry F. Hampsher were
among 23 persons appointed
missionaries Dec. 13 here by
the Southern Baptist Foreign
Mission Board.
During the service at
Spottswood Baptist church,
the Hampshers were em-
 -ploy ed as missionary
associates to Portugal, where
he will be in music promotion
in churches.
Currently Hampsher is
minister of music at Brainerd
Baptist Church, Chattanooga,
Tn., and Mrs. Hampsher is a
second grade teacher at Hixon
Elementary School for
Chattanooga City Schools.
A native of Williamsport,
Pa., Hampsher received the
bachelor of arts degree from
Georgetown (Ky.) College,
and the master of sacred
mjsic degree from Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary,
Louisville, Ky.
He has been part-time
minister of music at Central
Memorial Baptist Church,
Lexing
- He has been part-time
minister of music at Central
Baptist Church, Corbin, Ky.
He was also minister of music
at First Baptist Chur
Alt_ hie, been _part-time
minister of music at Central
Baptist Church, Corbin, Ky.,
Ninth and 0 Baptist Church,
Louisville and Porter
Memorial Baptist Church,
Lexington, Ky. He was also
minister of music at First
Baptist Church, Murray, Ky.,
and Calvary Baptist.Temple,
Savannah, Ga.
Hampsher is a charter
member of The Centurymen,
a Southern Baptist male
chorus of ministers of music.
The former Martha Leob,
Mrs. Hampsher was born in
Corry, Pa., and also lived in









the bachelor of science degree
from University of Tennessee,
Chattanooga; and attended
Bob Jone College (now
University), Greenville, S.C.;
Murray ( Ky.) State
University; and Georgia
Southern College, Statesboro.
The Hampshers have taken
overseas tours in cooperation
with the Southern Baptist
Radio and Television Com-





Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
A. M. will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the lodge hall.
Kirksey United Methodist
Church will show its live





Citizens will meet at 7:30 p.m.
in the second floor auditorium
of the Special Education
Building at Murray State
University. Dr. Alan Beane
will speak on "Behavior
Modification."
Monday, December 19
Newly organized Boy Scout
Troop of North Elementary
School will meet at seven p.m.
in the school library.
Tuesday, December 20
Live nativity scene will be
shown at the Kirksey United
Methodist Church at seven
p.m.
Tuesday, December 20
Eva Wall Mission Group of
Memorial Baptist Church will
have a potluck luncheon at the
home of Margaret Taylor at
eleven a.m.
Women's Sunday School
Class of Mrs. Hall McCuistion
at First Baptist Church will
have a supper at the










5:00 P. M. Saturday,
December 24
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Teddy Crider of Murray




Mrs. George Vied of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. Charles Scruggs of
Murray has been a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
James Elliott of Murray has




Dexter Senior Citizens will
not meet this week.
La Leche League will not
meet this week.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
will meet at the home of Sara
Alexander, Penny-Airport
Road, at 6:30 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at seven p.m. at the
lodge hall.
Murray TOPS Club is
scheduled to meet at seven
p.m. at the Health Center.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by Senior Citizens.
Library program will be at
10:30 a.m., sack lunch at noon,
and each to bring something
for visits to rest homes.
Wednesday, December 21
J. N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will meet at 1:30
p.m. at the home of Mrs. John
J. Livesay. A gift exchange
will be held.
Bowling for senior citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p.m.
Special shopping day for
Senior Citizens will be held
and persons should call 753-
0929 by 9:15 a.m. for morning





A No-No for Teen
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Our daughter (I'll call her Beth) has been
going steady with Rick since school resumed last fall. Beth
is 15 and Rick is 17.
Rick's people are way out of our class financially. Today
I received a telephone call from Rick's mother asking if
Beth could go to Hawaii with their family over Christmas.
Beth had never mentioned that she was invited, so I was
shocked. I said I'd talk to my husband and we would let her
know.
Beth is begging us to let her go. Her father says he
doesn't like the idea because Rick has his parents wrapped
around his little finger and seems to have no supervision
whatsoever.
I don't want to insult Rick's parents, but I agree with my
husband.
We trust Beth but think she is a bit too young to be in
Hawaii with doubtful supervision.
How should this be handled?
DELICATE PROBLEM
DEAR DELICATE: Don't feel that you must justify
your decision. Tell Rick's mother that you and your
husband agree that Beth is too young for that type of
vacation.
DEAR ABBY: I received a call from a family member
today who suggested that we should all stop giving
Christmas gifts—except to the children.
That's fine, but my husband and I have no children and
this relative has four. In other words, she's telling me that
we should buy her kids Christmas gifts, but we shouldn't
expect any.
- I think she should have said, "Please don't buy our kids
anything this year because you don't have any kids." Or
else, "If you buy our kids Christmas gifts, we will buy you
and your husband something in return."
What do you think?
WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING: I think all gifts should be
voluntary. If one expects to be repaid in kind for a gift, it
ceases to be a gift—it becomes a trade-off.
DEAR ABBY: Ever since I was a small child, I've loved
dogs. I'm 23, and I still love dogs.
My parents never cared for dogs, so I was never allowed
to haVe-one7 ritl*wys dreamed of the day when I was
grown and on my own so I could have a dog.
I've been happily married for a year, and my husband
and I are renting an apartment upstairs from my parents.
Would you believe it, they still refuse to let me have a dog?
They won't even discuss it. No dogs on their property,
period!
I feel bitter and angry, but there's nothing I can do
except move, which would be foolish because we never
could find a place as nice as this for what we're paying.
It's been a year now and I've built up a terrible
resentment against my parents. Am I wrong to feel this
way? Or are they wrong to continue to treat me like a
child?
BITTER IN N.J
DEAR BITTER: It's your parents' property, and if they
don't want dogs it's their privilege. Don't take it
personally. If you can't accept their decision with grace
and maturity, move.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "SWINGING IN CLEVELAND":
Your suggested Eleventh Commandment, "Thou shall not
get caught," is very catchy, but if you obey the first Ten,
you won't need an Eleventh.
Getting married? No matter how little you have to spend
or how unconventional your lifestyle, it can be lovely. Send
for Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Enclose 51 and a long stamped (24 cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Wills, Calif.
90212.





WE ARE NOT ALONE
LOSE ENCOUNTERS
OF THE THIRD KIND




N The Kut 'N Kurl Beauty ShopAt the Southside Shopping Center has a new owner, Joan, Colson. Operators are Paulette Nanney, Jackie Morris and• learrette-Morgerk. We-would like.ao. iswita you to take ad-
81 vantage of our Christmas Specials, which will run Dec. 19 thru 
22 and Dec. 26 thru 29. All permanents are $2.00 off.
Frostings are $18.00 including conditioner and set. We are




















0on't forget sou- Ch•istmas 644
Books make terrific presents - aid
what 3 price. A $5.00 bargain for
$4.50








.11.1RU.l. 0 f CIPCCO
They're Here!














FOR TUESDAY, DECEMBER IS, 1,77
What kind of day will
tomorrow be -To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Avoid activities, ideas or
people who lean toward the
bizarre. Don't let curiosity
offset your finer instincts.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
A good day for considering
future projects; also for
developing helpful contacts.




(May 22 to June 21)
Extravagance in general not
recommended, but spending on
business entertainment now
justified if good will results.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 49(1
From out of the nowhere may
come a unique idea. No harm in
considering its possibilities: It
could lead to a highly in-
teresting experience.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
If you have a problem to
solve, wait until early afternoon
when influences will be more
helpful than in the a.m.
Otherwise, you may have to
revise your ideas.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) liP%.
The use of an old strategy or
piece of advice may be your
best stand-by now. Look out for
things "off-beat" or out-of-
context, however. They could
mislead.
LIBRA 
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Steady does it now. If a plan
or strategy is not bringing the
results you desire, change
maneuvers. Listen to




tOct. 14 to No r,1114
Stress discipline and self-
control. This will be a period of
sharp competition, so there's no
room for self-complacency or
lethargy.
SAGITTARIUS r
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
aetii#
While Jupiter, your planet, is
in excellent position, you may
have to deal with others who are
not so lucky. Be understanding,
tictf ul.
CAPRI(ORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) viw
Finalize pending matters, tie
up loose ends, but do not rush
anything which requires longer
study and more attention.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Control emotions. There will
be tendencies to exaggerate, to
lose temper. Be especially.
tactful in dealings with busmeis
associates.
PISCES
tFeb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Don't rest on past laurels.
You can meet and, in certain
areas, surpass competition. Be
careful not to press too hard at
the wrong time, however.
YOU BORN TODAY are
highly intelligent and creative,
progressive in your ideas and
methods, and keenly analytical
and logical in your reasoning
You have a Oft for healing and
would make an outstanding
physician — in both the physical
and mental fields. You have a
deep religious streak too, and,
while many other Sagittarians
use their innate gift of words as
an avenue to success in the
writing or legal professions, you
may choose to use yours in the
pulpit or as an educator or
lecturer. Music or poetry, which
you may pursue avocationally,
will be highly inspirational and
moving.
Put a little
Synopsis: The pygmies ,arry C IWO
awd Tweedleknees 4w meet the.ir
king, the Pigwidgen The elf boasts




THE PIGWIDGEN was a
mite, a darfling, a peewee, a
runt of a pygmy.
He marched up to Claus.
"What are you doing here?" he
demanded in a high squeaky
vOice. -
Claus told himself he could not
possibly be afraid of a creature so
small. "You have put a curse on all
the children of the land," he said
sharply. "1 have come to ask you to
lift it."
"You promised mit to open the
black purse that was left in your
keeping," said the Pigwidgen.
myself left the purse there to test
you. The promise was broken and
now the children sleep."
"It was no fault of the children,"
cried Claus. "You must wake
them."
"Yes." blurted Patrick Tweed-
leknees. "And lift the curse you
laid on the elves so that they must
live underground forevermore.:'
"And who is going to make me
do these things?" inquired the Pig-
widgen icily.
There was a moment's silence.
Then Tweedleknecs cleared his
throat and said calmly, "Claus is."
The Pigwidgen sputtered. He fell
to the floor He rolled over and over
squealing and holding his sides. He
very nearly turned inside out with
laughter. The other pygmies
howled too. It seemed the roof of
the castle would blow off in so
much laughter.
At last the Pigwidgen got to his
feet. He wiped the tears from his
eyes and blew his nose with a wisp
of a handkerchief. Then he said.
"You think yourself more powerful
than 1?"





"Do you think yourself more powerful than 
I?"
"More clever," murmured
Claus.' "It comes to the same
thing."
The Pigwidgen threw back his
head and blew a cloud of smoke
from his mouth. He vanished in the
cloud. An instant later the cloud
was gone and the Pigwidgen ap-
peared again. —Can you do that?" -
he demanded.
"I — I do not wish to disap-
pear," stammered Claus. "I am
here to make you.lift the curse."
"Well," said the Pigwidgen in-
dulgently. "Let us have a contest.
If you win perhaps I shall lift the
curse. The elf said you like roast
pig. Very well. Let us see who can
eat the most."
He took Claus into the kitchen
and shut the door. There was a table
before a roaring fire. On the table
were 10 succulent roast pigs.
The Pigwidgen sat down and
sank his teeth into a roast. In five
minutes all that was left was bones
sizzle into your 
Christmas Tree
Tuesday. Safety Is Urged






A delicious Steak that
will melt in your mouth! We serve
it sizzlin' hot with your choice




Try a S' Con*
THE FAMILY STEAKHOUSE
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Sandone.
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Let us perk up your
party clothes with
Sanitone drycleaning.
It gets soil out and puts
new life back into your




clothes will look and
feel like new again. So
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Coupon Good thru
Dec 31, 1977
Christmas tree lights that set
a child's face aglow with
wonderous joy can be a
potential source of tragedy.
Each Christmas season
hundreds of people suffer
electrical shock or burns
caused by faulty tree lights.
Related fires have resulted in
death.
The Department for Human
Resources reports that in 1975
alone, over 1,200 people
nationwide sustained injuries
associated with Christmas
tree lights. Since so many
incidents of this nature are
never reported, it is im-
possible to calculate the full
extent of the problem.
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possible tragedies, E. Edsel
Moore, manager of the
pesticide and consumer
product safety program, has




decorative lights should be
examined for cracked sockets.
A faulty socket may be
worsened when replacement
bulbs are added. Add-on
connectors, used for plugging
in additional strings of lights,
can become loose, exposing
bare wires.
Following an initial in-
spection for deterioration in
the insulated wire, one should
grasp the wire about one inch
from each socket and con-
nector and rotate in a crank-
like fashion Any exposed wire
is hazardous.
Each socket should also be
inspected with bulb in place
for exposed bulb contact
wires. Thin, hair-like filament
wires may have been im-
properly trimmed or exten-
ded, presenting a shock
hazard.
Finally, the bulb should be
removed and inserted several
times to insure against ex-
posed socket contacts. When
insulated wires become loose
at the point of entry and slide
through the socket, extending
beyond its top, there is a great
potential for electrical shock.
Moore concluded, "These
simple, precautionary
measures can help to insure a




NEW YORK ( AP) — More
women than men in the United
States visit doctors, according
to the Health Insurance In-
stitute.
The Institute' says that esti-
mates based on goverrinent
figures show that 8 to 10 of all
women have visited a doctor at
least once a year, while the
male ratio is 7 in 1Q.
CHURCH MILESTONE
CANTON, Ohio ( AP) —Joyce
Lappin, Louisville, Ohio, was
honored recently as the seven
millionth person to attend the
Bible school of the First Chris-
tian Church here since 1903,
when the 130-year-old congrega-
tion started keeping attendance
records,
and a tart. He ate a second roast and
a third and a fourth and a fifth. .
The pigs the Pigwidgen ate had
been secretly stripped of most of
their meat and covered back over
with skin. Nevertheless the meat
that remained had so stuffed the
tiny Pigwidgen that he now col-
lapsed in a stupor behind an enorm-
ous pile of bones and live curly
tails. •
Claus sat before the five remain-
ing pigs. He nibbled on the choice
bits of each roast and licked his
fingers and stared reamily at the
fire. At last he knew what he must
do.
When the Pigwidgen woke he
raised his bloated head. "Well,
what have you eaten?" he de-
manded.
"All," said Claus.
"But the bones? The tails?
Where are they?"
"All eaten," replied .Claus
calmly.
And so they were for, while the
Pigwidgen slept, Claus had thrown
the unfinished pigs • into the fire
which had eaten them up skin.
bones.,. tails and all.
Tomorrow.- The Drinking Con-
CS1
----1‘11A1TA,Ga Whoever
decrees the time for Christ-
mas glitter to appear will be
Including mixed nuts in the
shell for holiday food shop-
ping. The U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) offers
(
some guidelines on what to
look for when buying mixed
nuts in the shell.
According to USDA's Food
Safety and Quality Services
almonds, Brazil nuts. filbertts,.
pecans and walnuts are the
most frequent mix in
packaged nuts. Check the
quality by inspecting the
package for clean, unbroken
shells. Avoid nuts with oil-
stained or moldy shells. These
are indications that the ker-
nels might be rancid or
decayed.
A good many companies
package-mixed nuts under the
U.S.Department of
Agriculture's inspection
service. Nuts packaged under
this service may carry the
U.S. grade name or grade
shield.
You'll find U.S. Extra
Fancy nuts have fewer defects
and are generally larger than
nuts of other grades. U.S.
Fancy nuts are the same
quality as U.S. Extra Fancy
but are generally smaller.
To earn the U.S. Extra
Fancy and U.S. Fancy grades,
packages must also have at
least 10 percent and not more
than 40 percent of each kind of
nut in the mixture.
The requirements for U.S.
Select or U.S. Commercial
grades are not as rigid as
Extra Fancy or Fancy.
Amount of individual kinds of
nuts may range from 5 per-
cent to 40 percent.
The uses of mixed nuts are
multiple—from just standing
by for instant nibbling or




Wright and his wife, Donna
hold the cross-stitch quilt
that he won in the fund
raising annual bazaar held
by the Murray_ Senior
Citizens. The quilt was made
by the senior citizens. On
the left is Meda Jackson of
the Senior Citizans who
holds the quilt and was the
person who drew the name




And still searching for the grocery store and more
closet space?
It's my job to help you feel at home fast. As your
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a
basket of gifts to delight your family.
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have


















Hurry! Hurry! Only 6 Shopping Days Left!











mark of the progress
-aIld growth of the Murray-
Calloway County area was the'
account of the Tappan Quarter
Century Club seventh annual
meeting which 66 erifployeeS Of -
the Tappan Company, Murray
Division, received watches for
thirty or more years of service.
The Tappan stove
manufacturing plant started
production here in 1946 with R.
M Lamb as general manager.
Since that time,. it has con-
tinued to grow and add
umaneT)-S-peakitig
structure and prestige to the
community.
We are proud to salute this
outstanding industry to Murray
and Calloway County and ex-
tend congratulations to the 66
employees of the company for
their thirty or more years of
service and to the other staff
and employees of the company
recognized for twenty-five or
more years of service to the
manufacturing concern at the
Quarter Century Club meeting.
Written By The Humane
Society Of Calloway County
A VerySpecialCift
The Christmas season — a time of joy
.• and laughter — an occasion for sharing
- and giving. And what could be more
special, more appropriate this year
than the gift of a puppy or kitten. It can
be a special gift, and one which can
bring joy and satisfaction all year long,
' if much thought and consideration are
put into the gift — if the needs of both
the recipient and of the gift are kept in
wind.
' Too often, a pet is given to that
special someone without careful con-
sideration of all of the implications of
such a present. In deciding on a feline
or a canine for Christmas, the giver
should bear in mind the following
points:
1. Is the pet really wanted? Unless
there is a real desire for the pet, it will
eventually come to be regarded as a
nuisance. A sudden fancy for a pet
won't do — there must be a long term
commitment:to the animal.
2. Does the individual have time for a
pet? Care and maintenance for an
animal, especially young ones, take
considerable time. It must be cleaned
up after, bathed occasionally, groomed,
fed and watered, exercised, trained,
and, of course, loved. A pet can be
perceived as a burden after the
Christmas novelty wears off. And who
will care for the pet during the family
vacation?
3. Can the individual afford a pet?
The cost of feeding an animal varies
with the kind of animal and its size. A
large dog can put a large size dent in
the family budget these days. But there
are also other costs which the owner
must bear if he is to have a pet. These
include shots, worming, licenses, flea
collars, and other vet bills. If a pet puts
a financial strain on its owner, it will
eventually be resented and perhaps
neglected.
4. Is the pet suited to the owner and
his situation? One must consider the
size of the breed of dog, for example. If
it is long-haired, can the owner put up
with shedding? Will it be an indoor or
outdoor pet? If there are children in the
home, what about the disposition of the
animal? If the children are small, can
the kitten or puppy survive the kids?
Does the landlord allow pets? I You'd be
surprised how often this question is
omitted!) Is the apartment or house
large enought for the pet? Does the
prospective owner like cats, or does he
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and tederal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington.
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort. Ky. 4060l' Home
addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richad Weisenberger
• Route 7 _
Mayfield, Ky. 42066




prefer dogs? (Some people, for
whatever reason, do not like certain
types of animals.) And what about the
owner—will he be responsible for the
pet and be kind to it? Animals have
rights too.
If you are lucky enough to receive a
pet for Christmas, you should have it
checked immediately by a veteran for
signs of illness or other health
problems. (In fact, a thoughtful donor
will do this before introducing the
animal into a home!) Remember also
that a pet needs time to adjust to his
home, and the holiday bustle may be
too much for him. It is a good idea to
introduce the pet to his home a few days
before Christmas if possible Provide
him a quiet corner of his own where he
can get away from the noise and con-
fusion, and from the probing of small
children. Gradually, he will explore his
new surroundings and become a part of
the family.
Children should be instructed in the
proper, humane treatment of animals.
His play and interaction with a new pet
Should be supervised until you are
certain he understands the rights,
feelings, and needs of the animal.
Teach him how to pick up an animal so
as to avoid hurting it I place one hand
under the shoulder area, supporting the
rear with the other hand). Living with
and understanding a pet can be a real
learning experience for the child,
teaching him to respect the feelings and
rights of others.
If the animal is a young animal, or if
it is used to being inside, do not put it
outside to fend for itself under the house
or in a drafty dog house in winter
weather. Wait until spring to teach him
to be an outdoor pet.
The gift of an animal at Christmas
time can be a wonderful thing, or it can
be a cruel and traumatic experience for
both the recipient of the gift and for the
animal. Give some thought to the
matter before you decide on a pet for a
gift. And if you receive one, make a
long-term commitment to its care and
welfare.
To everyone — man or beast, a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year!
If you would like to adopt a dog or
puppy, please call 753-3535. If you would
like a cat orkitten, call 753-3994 or 753-
8671. The address of the Humane
Society is P. O. Box 2934, University
Station, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
Isn't It The Truth
Light travles 180,000 miles per second
until it strikes a human skull where,




opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger St
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
, we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored a did!o,i nhateSeethat-:




Hal Cathey, member of the Murray
University School' 4-11
Mr. and Mrs. B. L Cathey, placed first
in the 4-H Burley Tobacco Judging
contest held here.
An average of $33.18 for the season
has been reported for the three sales of
one sucker tobacco on the Murrri:, •
Market.
Deaths reported include Harris
Wisehart.
The Murray State University Art
Division has been selected by the
Kentucky Arts Commission to collect,
design, and circulate an educational-
historical exhibit entitled "The Art of
the Loom," according to Clara Eagle,
head of the MSU Art Department.
-Thanks to George Ligon and the
Murray Lions Club for the poinsettia.
We appreciate the kind thoughts as well
as the flower," from the column, "Seen
& Heard Around Murray" By James C.
Williams.
20 Nears Ago
Thomas B. Hogancamp, head of the
Murray State College Business
Department, was elected assistant
chairman of the Colleges and
Universities Section of the Southern
Business Education Association at the
convention held in Louisville. Vernon
Anderson, also of the MSC Business
Department, was appointed treasurer
for the third year.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Zetta
Page, age 67, Mrs. Nell Armstrong
Brandon, age 58, Arnett Ray Story, age
49, and J. I. Smith, age 92.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F. (Tom)
Hughes will have open house in
celebration of their golden wedding
anniversary at their home on North
Fifth Street.
Births reported include a boy, James
Alan, to Mr. and Mrs. James W.
McCuiston on December 2, a girl,
Renea Lynne, to Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Wade Crick on December 4, and a boy,
Barry Glenn, to Mr. and Mrs. Hafford
Glenn James on December 4.
The Murray Knights got their sixth
consecutive victory with a win over
Feast Construction in the Atomic
Valley Independent Basketball League.
Gene Landoll is the Murray Coach.
30 Years Ago
Plans for the immediate enlargement
of the telephone office here were an-
nounced by 011ie Brown, local manager
for Southern Bell Telephone Company.
At present there are 2,300 telephones
serviced by the local exchange.
Dr. E. J. Carter, head of the Murray
State College Education Department,
was appointed Kentucky Chairman for
Resource-Use Education committee of
the Southern State Work Conference.
Marion Copeland was named by the
faculty in secret balloting as the best
all-around senior high school student at
Murray Training School.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. (Sime Burkeen
observed their 55th wedding an-
niversary on December 18.
Lydia Weihing, dietician at Murray
State College, has estimated that the
cost of serving one student for one day






By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Dec. 19, the 353rd
day of 1977. There are 12 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1946, war broke out in
Indochina as troops under Ho Chi Minh
launched widespread attacks against
the French.
On this date:
In 1675, British colonists defeated
Narragansett Indians in Rhode Island
in the last battle of King Philip's War.
In 1732, Benjamin Franklin began to
publish his "Poor Richard's Almanac"
in Philadelphia.
In 1442, the United States recognized
the independence of Hawaii.
In 1939, in World War II, the crew of
the German liner, Columbus, scuttled
the ship in mid-Atlantic to avoid cap-
ture by the British.
In 1950, General Dwight Eisenhower
was named commander of military
forces within the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization.
In 1968, Socialist Norman Thomas,
who ran for President six times, died at
the age of 84.
Ten years ago: President Lyndon
Johnson and other world leaders flew to
Australia for funeral. .services for
Prime Minister Harold Holt, who had
drowned in the ocean near Melbourne.
Five years ago: The Apollo 17 ex-
ploration of the moon ended suc-
cessfully as the spacecraft and three
American astronauts made a safe
landing in the Pacific.
One year ago: The Soviet leader,
Leonid Brezhnev, was receiving lavish
honors as a hero on his 70th birthday.
Today's birthdays: Brezhnev is 71
years old. British actor Sir Ralph
Richardson is 75.
Thought for today: Eating words has
never given me indigestion — Sir
Winston Churchill, 1874-1965.




to the 1978 session of the General
Assembly to plead their cause on
legislation have a better opportunity of
finding a convenient parking place than
in many years past.
The new six-story parking garage has
1034 parking spaces that are supposed
to accommodate the present personnel
and allow some space for visitors when
it is combined with present surface
spaces around the Capitol and the
Annex.
The $4.5 million structure was
dedicated last week by Gov. Julian
Carrol as the second event of the day
after he had dedicated a $6.5 million
connector road from U.S. 127 that leads
.to the new facility.
The new four-land highway will
— relieve the congestion on U.S. 60 from
the west side of town that leads to the
Capitol and downtown Frankfort.
The Finance Department said 216
spaces will be reserved on the second
floor of the new garage for legislative
members. While there are only 138
members of the legislature, 100 in the
House and 38 in the Senate, the other
spaces apparently will be reserved for
their aides.
A Finance Department spokesman
said the new facility will accommodate
about 45 percent of the present employe
parking around the Capitol and the
Annex, but a legislative session brings
many lobbyists M4 visitors to-Frank-
fort who have trouble finding a parking
space.
This is just the first half of the phase
to relieve parking and traffic
congestion in Frankfort and around the
Capitol. - • .
Contract for a bridge, across, the
Kentucky River already has been let
and the road will be extended from the
river to U.S. 60 on the east side of
Frankfort. The interchange will meet
the present interchange of U.S. 60 and
U.S. 421 on the east side.
This road will lead by the Human
Resources complex on East Main and a
new computer center being constructed
for the Finance Department to relieve
traffic congestion on East Main, a
narrow four-land highway that carried
all of the traffic through the area before
Interstate 64 was completed to bypass
the city.
Each government department in the
Annex and the Capitol will be assigned
45 percent of the new spaces in the
parking garage. Three elevators in the
garage will transport the people to the
surface or to a tunnel that will lead to
the Annex.
The legislature has been assigned
conference rooms and additional space
in the Annex for this session of the
General Assembly while state offices
have been moved from the Annex to
other state facilities in Frankfort. Much
of the new space for the legislature was
made available when Human
Resources of personnel was moved to
the new DiOlding on East Main.
The four-lane connector leading to
the-east side of town is expected to be
completed in 1979 according to the
present construction schedule.
The important feature of the new
construction for Kentucky citizens is
that they likely will be able to find a
parking space convenient to the Capitol
when they come here to transact
business; or to plead their- cases on
















Patricia Harris, the secretary of
Housing and Urban Development, got
some new mileage out of an old ex-
pression when she was urging members
of the National League of Cities not to
fear that the administration's urban
programs might shift federal resources
unequally to cities in the worst con-
dition.
We are not going to rob St. Peter-
sburg to pay Minneapolis-St. Paul," she
quipped.
The phrase about robbing Peter to
pay Paul may fit the situation more
than Mrs. Harris imagined. If legend is
correct, it entered the language in 16th
Century England when the lands of the
prosperous St. Peter's Church at
Westminster were appropriated to
raise money to repair the rundown St.
Paul's Church in London.
That's what the urban debate is all
about. Should federal tax money
generated in our well-run cities be used
by Washington to shore up cities that
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It sounds to us like robbing Peter to
pay Paul, even if Mrs. Harris doesn't
think so.
0+0
The congress has sent to the
president legislation imposing fine up
to $1 million on American corporations
that bribe foreign government officials
to obtain business overseas.
The President should sign the bill and
it should bring to a close an era of
corrupt practices that involved more
than 300 U. S. corporations.
Secret and dishonest payments were
necessary in order to meet the com-
petition, it was argued.
But, in the long run, an international
reputation for honesty will be an asset
for U. S. firms doing business abroad.
Countries buying U. S. products will
know that none of their money is finding
its way back to grease the palms of
their compatriots.
That kind of confidence should help
convince overseas customers to buy
American.
EARTUINVN-(6
HEARTLINE is- a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems—fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
Q. I am 65 years old and am just
starting on Medicare. I see that for Part
B (medical insurance) I have to pay a
$7.70 premium per month. Since the end
of the year is coming, will this premium
be increased?—J.K.
A. The premium for Medicare
medical insurance is not up for change
in January. The premium is changed
every year in July. This occurs the
same time that the cost of living under
Social Security occurs.
For people on Medicare, Heartline
has developed "Heartline's Guide to
Medicare." This book is written in
easy-to-understand, question-and-
answer form and covers many medical
items and services that are covered by
Medicare, information about deduc-
tibles, a sample Medicare form with
instructions on how to fill it out and an
explanation how "reasonable charges"
are figured under Part B. A copy may
be ordered by sending $1.50 to
"Heartline's Guide to Medicare," 114
E. Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381.
Q. My late brother worked for the
Civil Service. What conditions must be
met for his child to be ,eligible for an
annuity?—F.R.
A. The child must be unmarried and
under age 18. Howeve9, an unmarried
child who is 18 or over and is incapable
of self-support because of a physical or
mental disability which began before
age 18, or an unmarried child who is a
student aged 18 to 21, may also be
eligible.
A child is considered a student when
he or she is in regular, full-time at-
tendance at a high schapl, trade school,
technical or vocational institute, junior
college, college, university or com-
parable recognized educational in-
stitution. A student-child whose twenty-
second birthday falls during the school
yfar (September 1 through June 30) is
deemed not to have attained age M until
the following July First.
Q. My late husband was a xeterap of
Vibrld•viar I. Is there any heath benefit
paid on him from the 4‘iettrans
Adminfstration?-‘.--N.K -"-
A. Yes. the VA has a burial allowance
paid upon the death of eligible veterans.
There is a $250 payment toward the
burial expenses and an additional $150
is available as a plot interment
allowance, if burial is not in a national
cemetery or other government
cemetery. However, these payments
will be reduced or eliminated in cases
where the veteran's employer or a state
agency has made similar payments.
In cases where a veteran's death is
service-connected, the VA will pay an
amount not to exceed $800 in lieu of the
usual burial allowance.
Veterans eligible for the VA plot and
burial allowances and for burial in a
national cemetery are those discharged
under conditions 'other than
dishonorable and who served in the
Spanish-American War, Mexican
Border period, World Wars I and II, the
Korean Conflict or the Vietnam Era.
Also eligible are peacetime veterans
entitled to service-connected com-
pensation at time of death or discharge
or who were retired for disability in-
curred in the line of duty.
Bible Thought
Jesus answered and said unto him,
"Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except
a man he horn again, he cannot see the
kingdom of God." —John 3:3.
Our human nature is to be selfish,
self-centered and self-seeking.
However, Jesus calls upon all of us to
rise above this level of living and
dedicate our lives to serving God and
our fellowmen.
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we had that could get down the
floor with the ball. We were in
desperate need of some fast
break-aways and we never did
get them. I thought the zone
defense would take care of
them but they would go into
that four corner offense and
hold the ball until something
opened up."
"Our kids played hard. We
had a lot of enthusiasm on the
bench. I have faith in this
team and I think when we
have a couple more wins
things will smooth out," he
added.
Murray has two more
games in which they may be
able to get things "smoothed
out." The Racers will play
New Orleans in the Evansville
Invitational Tournament
December 29 and Mercer
University will play Southern
Illinois. Murray plays at East
Tennessee January 7 in their




fg-fga ft-fta rb pf tp
Marshall 240 2-4 9 4 6
Srnith 1-2 2-7 4 3 4
Jones 5-8 1-3 10 3 11
McKeever 11-17 7-9 0 4 29
Snider 3-5 0-0 1 3 6
Cox 1-1 0-0 1 0 2
Williams 1-5 2-3 0 0 4
Totals 24-48 14-77 35 17 62
NUINTAT STASI
fg-fga ft-fta r pf tp
Thurdkill 3-7 0-0 5 6
Wilson 7-14 0-0 1 3 14
Jarrett 1-2 0-0 3 2
Muff 9-23 3-3 1 3 21
1.owry 1-2 0-0 1 2
Warren 0-5 2-4 5 2
Kelly 3-8 0-0 2 6
I kffler 0-1 2-2 2 2
Sims 0-0 0-0 1 0
Jackson 0-2 2-2 4 2
Totals 24-84 9-11 45 29 57
Livingston State 30 32-62
Murray State 24 33-57
OTASCO
HEADPHONE RADIO. Has a




speed Built-m 45 RPM adap.or
H.
IN-DASH AM/FM 8-TRACK
PLAYER. AM FM radio, tone
control, channel indicator light.




Makes button holes & sews on
buttons, built-in darner. Buiit•in
sewing light. Stitch-regular dial
Carrying Case a7 606 19.95
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By KEVIN PEN ICK
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
The Murray State Racers
were drubbed soundly
Saturday as they hosted
Livingston State University.
The Livingston Tigers fought
tooth and toenail to overpower
the Racers 62-57 in what was
probably one of Murray's
better team efforts of the. .
season.
The Livingston team was
well seasoned as all five of last
year's starters returned to the
team and they gained 6-0
guard Rodney McKeever and
Tony Marshall by transfer.
McKeever was the key man in
the game as he outscored
Murray's Mike Muff 29-21 and
had 11 rebounds for the
evening.
Murray Coach Fred Overton
was aware of McKeever and
the trouble he could cause the
Racers. -Coach Ward and I
drove four hours to Huntsville,
Alabama, Thursday night
after practice and watched
them defeat Alabama A&M by
24 points. We knew that
McKeever was going to kill us
in that four-corner play. You
just can't guard that guy."
The Racers managed to stay
with the Tigers throughout
most of the first half tying the
score often and even leading
for a brief time after a flury of
baskets by Muff, Robert
Kelly, Done11 Wilson, who
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Livingston Second GSC Team To Win Pere
everybody on the floor with 15
rebounds, and Glenn Jackson
who scored his two points
from the free throw line.
With 8:03 left in the first
half, Jimmy Warren went to
the line for Murray, making
the score 20-16, the Racers'
biggest lead in the contest.
The Racers were plagued
with turnovers in the first half
and turned the ball over on 15
different occasions before the
halftime buzzer sounded.
Livingston dominated Murray
on the boards also.
The Tigers came on strong
just before the half with a
driving layup by reserve
player James Cox and a
spectacular breakaway slam
dunk by McKeever. Marshall
finished out the half for
Livingston with a quick
fastbreak, something the
Racers never seemed to be
able to accomplish despite
Coach Overton's assertions
early in the year about
Murray being a running team.
The Racers were down 30-24 at
halftime.
Murray came back from the
half refreshed and confident
and started to slowly shave
away Livingston's six-point
lead. The Racers showed a
marked improvement in
passing and general ball
handling and had only five
turnovers in the last period of
action compared to the Tiger's
six.
Livingston took a timeout
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SWISS — Long vleeve velour pullover.
Tailored collar, button cuffs and one chest
pocket. Side vents. 100% cotton velour. 5-





with 12:22 on the clock. They
were leading at 40-37. The
timeout was just what the
Racers needed to stage a
comeback. Wilson scored for
Murray on a tip-in to put the
score at 40-39. Tiger coach
Ken Brackett began to sweat
and pace the floor as he
watched Kelly sink one from
the baseline to give the Racers
the lead for the second time in
the game at 41-40.
Murray was gaining points
almost as fast as they were
gaining fouls. Muff, Wilson,
Jones, and Thirdkill had 3
personal fouls each. Jimmy
Warren was in deep trouble
with four personal fouls as
Murray called a timeout with
8:55 to go and the score at 41-
40.
Did the timeout break the
Murray team's concentration
or did coach Brackett light a
fire under his Tigers' Coach
Overton stated, "We just
couldn't get the barrage of
baskets we needed to pull
ahead. We would walk or foul
or turn over the ball. They
were constantly changing
defenses on us and we didn't
have anybody to score for us
other than Muff."
A
LOST IT — Robert Kelly almost had the rebound but Tony
Marshall (23) of Livingston State hauls it in. Others in the pic
tyre include Cheyenne Jones (51), Mike Muff (40) and Glenn
Jackson (behind Marshall)
By The Associated Press
AmericanFootballConference
Eastern Division
..W LT Pct. PF PA
x-Balt 10 4 0 .714 295 Ml
Miami 10 4 0 .714 313 197
N Eng 9 5 0 -.643 278 217
NY Jets 3 11 0 .214 191 300
Buff 3 11 0 .214 160 313
iguritingilam Eay, /GM.
Dixieland Center
Open Every Night Iii 8:00
Central Division
x-Pitts 9 50 .643 283 243
Hstn 8 60 .571 299 230
Cinci 8 60 .571 238 235
Cleve 6 8 0 .429 269 267
Western Division
x-Denv 12 2 0 .857 274 150
Okld 11 30 .786 351 230
S Diego 7 70 .500 222 205
 Stle 5 90 .357 282 373
K.C. 2 12 0 .143 725 349
National Football Conference
Eastern Division
x-Dallas 12 2 0 .857 345 212
Wash 9 50 .643 196 189
S Louis 7 7 0 .500 272 287
Phila 5 90 .357 VO 207
NY Gts 5 90 .357 181 265
Central Division
x-Minn 9 50 .643231 227
y-Chgo 9 50 .643 255 253
IXrt 6 80 .429 183 243
Gn Bay 4 10 0 .286 134 219
Tpa Bay 2 120 .143 103 223
Western Division
x-LA. 10 40 .714 302 146
AtInta 7 7 0 .500 179 129
S Fran 5 90 .357 220 262
N thins 3130 .214 232 336
x-clinched division title.




Washington 17, Los Angeles
-14
Miami 31, Buffalo 14
Minnesota 30, Detroit 21
Sunday's Results
Chicago 12, New York Giants
9, OT
Houston 21, Cincinnati 16
Atlanta 35, New Orleans 7
Philadelphia 27, New York
.Jets 0
Tampa Bay 17, St. Imuis 7
Green Bay 16, San Francisco
14
Dallas 16, Denver 5
Seattle 20, Cleveland 19
Oakland 21, Kansas City 20
Baltimore 30, New England
24
Pittsburgh 10, San Diego 9
Marshall came back with a
field goal to restore
Livingston's lead. It was
followed by a driving layup by
McKeever and a fastbreak by
Mark Snider to make the score
46-41. Muff scored for Murray
and then Warren picked up his
fifth foul with 5-53 left in the
game.
It was downhill from there
as the Racers went down the
drain and the red and white
Tigers picked up speed as they
coasted to victory. Wilson
made a rather exciting dunk
off of a Muff assist in the last




managed to make font fouls in
the last four minutes of play.
Johnnie Thirdkill also picked
up a foul with only 13 seconds
left in the game. The foul was
his fifth. Kelly gave the ailing
Racers some consolation as he
scored the final points of the
evening for Miliray to finish
the game 62-57.
POttunately for Murray,
Livingston hit only 52 percent
from the foul line. The Racers
gave them ample opportunity
to better their free throw
average with 29 personal fouls
against Murray. Murray was
hitting nearly 82 percent from
the charity stripe; however,
they were allowed only 11
attempts at the basket.
Coach Overton commented,








Monday, Dec. 26 -
Chicago at Dallas.
Minnesota at Los Aiteles _ .
•
SKEETER DUNS — Donnell "Skeeter" Wilson goes up and
slams this one home for two of his 14 points Wilson pulled
down 15 rebounds in the contest, which the Racers dropped to
Livingston State It was the second consecutive home loss to
an oppoinent from the Gulf South Conference Last Monday
Murray fell to Mississippi College.
Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
AM/FM DIGITAL CLOCK
RADIO. Wake to your favorite
AM FM station. Automatic on







AM FM. FM Stereo 8-Track
• Self-contained wide range speakers •
Operates on AC, 12V car boat battery









pile dial. 87 498 f.




AM FM, Hi- Police, Air, Weather
& CB. AC or DC.04 252
STEREO PHONOGRAPH. Full
size automatic BSR changer.
Heodphone sock. 84.312
USE OTASCO CREDIT
ROLLS ROYCE RADIO. AM ra-
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By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
It's nothing unusual for a
basketball player to have a
nickname, especially if he's a
potent offensive weapon.
Perhaps that's because of all
the emphasis put on scoring.
But at Murray High, no
players have nicknames
because of their scoring.
Instead, the nicknames have
gone the other- way, they've
!ken 'u§ed to describe the
Tigers' defense. And one look
at the Tigers will tell you how
it's easy to use such terms as
dive-bomb defense and the
Miller mad-dog press.
All are brainchilds of
Murray coach Cary Miller
who simply coached a brilliant
game Saturday as the Tigers
came up with a 55-45 win over
Hickman County to claim the
championship of the Calloway
Christmas Tournament.
For anyone who doesn't
think defense can win a game,
then watch the Tigers
sometime. They were simply
a piece of technology as they
tore apart Hickman County
and wound up beating the
BIG BUCKET - Ed Harcourt of the Tigers goes Niel *rough
the air as Roger Rhodes defends on this super move by Har-
court Harcourt popped in from the left wing and went sailing
tor the easy basket. He scored 10 of his 12 points in the final
quarter. Watching is Fronk Gilliam (52) of Murray.
Make short work of your gift list!
With lustrous chrome writing
instrtiments by Cross. Beau-
tiful and useful mechani-
cally guaranteed for a
lifetime.






1 1 4 S. 5th, Murray, 753-1640
Tigers Roar Past Falcons 55-45
Falcons at their own game.
It was the typical kind of
game from Hickman Coun-
ty...they. slowed things down,
took good shots and going into
the last quarter, led 33-31. And
that's where, in almost the
blink of an things
changed.
Murray had been playing a
good man-to-man defense.
When they came out for the
fourth quarter, they played so
aggressively on defense that
Hickman County had
problems passing the ball
back and forth.
And the press. it's called
the Miller mad-dog because
Cary Miller invented it. Miller
might know how to stop it but
he certainly isn't going to ever
tell anyone how to work
through it.
Hickman County was
simply eaten up by the press.
And with a large crowd of
Tiger supporters and a noisy
group of Tiger football players
raising the roof, the Falcons
simply folded down the
stretch.
Ed Harcourt opened the
fourth period with a 15-footer
to tie the game at 33 apiece.
Then quick little Mike
Bradshaw, a junior reserve
guard, took charge.
Showing extreme quickness
and intelligent play, Brad-
shaw sparked the Tiger press.
He came up with a big steal
then drove in for an easy layup
and Murray led 35-33, the first
time the Tigers led since
Frank Gilliam hit the game's
opening field goal.
It was tied once more when
6-3 junior Ed DeBerry of the
Falcons hit from five feet with
6:39 left in the game.- Then-in
just 58 seconds, the Tigers
exploded for six straight
points and after that, there
wasn't any doubt about the
outcome.
Willie Perry hit a rebound
bucket to snap the tie, Har-
court hit from the top of the
circle then after a steal,
Harcourt had the ball on the
left wing and powered inside
for an easy left-handed layup
and a 41-35 lead.. 
It remained at six points
until the Falcons cut it to five
with 3:38 left when Jimbo
Berry hit a free throw to make
it 45-40. Then the Tigers ex-
ploded for eight straight
points and that was the game.
Harcourt hit from 20 feet out
on the left wing for a 47-40
lead. After another steal, the
Tigers made it 49-40 with
Gilliam hitting from inside.
Harcourt, who scored 10 of
his 12 points in the final
pe+d, hit his last field goal
with 2:15 left and that gave
Murray a 51-40 lead. Then with
2:02 left, the Falcons were
called for a 10-second violation
and Murray pushed the lead
out to 13.
"We didn't run our offensive
attack right two or three
times," Falcon coach Dale
Ray said.
-The press really hurt us
two or three times too. We had
some people in foul trouble
and had some new people
working against the press. We
got a little too patient on of-
fense. Even in the first half
when we were in good shape, I
felt we took some bad shots
and picked up some dumb
fouls. We tried to block too
many shots and that got us in
trouble," Ray added.
Hickman County was in
charge for the first half as
they went into the dressing
--room with -a -2548- lead.. But-
Howard Boone came out and
hit a three-point play to open
the second half and that
seemed to pick up the Tigers
and set the stage for their
KIM° ON THE REBOUND -
Tigers hauls in a rebound as R
does a little riding Kursave
managed to fire in 10 points off
The Bank of Murray
Cordially Invites You
To Visit
During Banking Hours, as
Main Bank Office
4th & Main
December 19 through December 2.7
Jeff 'Colo" Kursave of the





MARIETTA, Ga. AP) -
Marty Hogan of St. Louis cap-
tured the men's title and
Peggy Steding of Odessa,
Texas, took the women's
crown Sunday in the National
Racquetball Club professional
tournament here.
Hogan defeated reigning na-
tional champrok Dave Bledsoe
of Kingsport, Tenn., 21-4, 21-3,
in Sunday's play.
Steding beat Jenifer liar-
ding of Portland, Ore., 21-13,
21-16 in the women's com-
petition.
PA
impressive play in the final 12
minutes or so.
They have such control
offensively," Tiger coach
Cary Miller said. "It takes a
lot of patience on your part to
play against them. They're
really well-coached and you
can't stand around with them
because if you do, they'll lull
you to sleep and beat you.
"I felt we had a super effort
out of every one of our kids.
The press got our kids going
and made us play with more
intensity. We changed our
offense some in the second
half and that gave us more
movement and helped speed
things up some too. They may
be just 2-6 but they are really
going fo make it tough on
some people now," Miller
added.
Gilliam finished with 19
points for the Tigers while
Harcourt had 12 and 6-3 Jeff
Kursave came off the bench in
a fine effort and added 10. For
the Falcons, who hit on 14 of 34
from the field, DeBerry had 14
points and was the only Hick-
man County player in double
figures.
"I've said a hundred times
that every time you win, it's a
team effort and every time
you lose, it's a team defeat.
We really had somegood play
from Bradshaw off the bench
and Harcourt had some big,
big baskets in the fourth
quarter," Miller said.
"Those baskets by Harcourt
really got us going. Also,
Willie Perry did a super job on
DeBerry. He had scored 32
points Friday against
Calloway County and Willie
kept him down to 14.
- ---Lt0f-eourse414Iliarri had his-
BOWLING
CANTON, Ohio - Don He!-
ling shook off the flu and won
the PBA Star Trek National
Resident Pro Championship.
Helling defeated Bob Goike
by 58 pins for a 32-game total
of 7,801.
usual good game and Kursave
gave us a great job off the
bench with his outside
shooting, his rebounds and his
free throw shooting. And the
basket by Boone at the
opening of the second half
really put us back in it,"
Miller added,
Perhaps the biggest key in
the game was the fact Murray
had only 12 turnovers while
Hickman County had 20.
The Tigers improve to 5-2
and will not play again until
next week when they par-
ticipate in the Paducah Tilgh-
man Christmas Tournament.
Hickson. County
fg ft pf tp
Berry I  0 5 0 5
DeBerry 4 6 5 14
Scott 4 0 3- 8
Rhodes 2 1 1 5
Allen 2 4 1 8
DeWeese 2 0 0 4
Cruse 0 1 1 1
Totals 14 17 15 45
Mvenry IGO
fg ft pf tp
Gilliam 8 3 3 19
Perry 2 1 1 5
Boone 1 1 4 3
Taylor 1 0 3 2
Harcourt 6 0 4 12
Kursave 3 4 2 10 TOP SCORER - Frank Gilliam (52) led the Tigers in scoring inBradshaw 2 0 0 4
Totals 23 9 19 55 the win over Hickman County. Gilliam goes up over Ed DeBerry
Hickman Co 12 13 8 12-45
Murray 10 6 15 24-55 
(00) while watching in the background is Roger Rhodes (22).
TOURNEY CHAMPS - The Murray High Tigers pose with their trophy after taking the title in
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EVERYTHING IN THE STORE SPECIAL PRICED
STORE WIDE SALE!
The cost of credit is paid by the dealer and is
included in the cost of goods I services
Store Hours:
8 a.m.-5 p.m. thru Dec. 8
8 a.m.-8 p.m. Dec. 9 thru Dec. 23
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LAM GINIS - The taker girls won the championship of their own tournei with an impressive
56-52 win over Fulton County.
RUGGED ROSE - Rose Ross of the takers wasn't afraid to mix it up inside as she goes after
Donna Sledge of Fulton County. Others in the picture for the takers include Mina Todd (right of
Ross) and Melissa Miller
•••••
Dear Santa Claus,
To borrow Your Phrase — Ho! Ho! Ho! —
second trip to
The Blackford House
was profitable and fun!
"As visions of sugar plums danced through my
head," I bought sheets and pillow cases to Christ-
masfy my bed. I also bought towels in colors so
bright to lighten my bathroom on Christmas eve
night — For S10 49 a set.
And while I was there "lo and behold" a big rig —
with driver "so bold"—backed in and unloaded un-
finished wood stools in 24 and 30 inch heights that I
hastened to buy four of at S8.85 each. I understand
these stools can be used for kitchen stools, bar
stools, on general utility stools and that they will be
on sale through December 31
Virginia





1184 Coldwater Road, Murray
(Staff Photos by Mate Brandon)
GENERAL
MYRTLE BEACH, S.C. —
J. Desmond "Des" Sullivan, a
sixtime winner of the National
Golf Writers Association
championship, died at his
home after a lengthy illness.
He was 64.
Sullivan was a sports writer
for the Newark, N.J., Evening
News for 25 years before retir-
ing nine years ago and moving
to Myrtle Beach.
Laker Girls Come   Back
To Defeat Pilots 56-52
By MIKE BRANDON -
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Besides not being over-
blessed with height, the
Calloway Countf - -Girls'
basketball team used to have
one other problem. We say
used to" because the Laker




season's team is just about the
same as last year's club which
at times, got in trouble
because they couldn't hold
their tempers and instead of
playing with their talent,
played with their emotion.
That was not the case
Saturday as the cool-headed
Laker girls won the Calloway
Christmas Tournament with
an impressivers18-52 win over
talented Fulton County. -
At one point in the Mkt half,
the Calloway County girls
were down 25-11. At even in
the third period, they trailed
38-30. But they maintained
their poise and wound up
playing one of the finest
games they've played in the
last few years.
"It was an extremely rough,
physical game on both sides,"
Laker coach Marianne Davis
said. "And our girls didn't get
mad or upset but instead, they
kept their tempers intact and
played like they wanted to
win.
"They never did get down.
They didn't play like they
were defeated already. I think
it's one of our' best games
we've played," said Davis,
whose team closes pre-holiday
play with a perfect 7-0 record.
It was a well-played first
quarter and it also set the tone
for the game as both teams
really went at each other
under the basket. In fact,
GETTING ROUGH - Mina Todd (23) of the takers gets rough
under the boards as she snares this rebound down Others k
the picture are Rose Ross (22), Melissa Miller (30), Alice Hen
drix (24) and Myra Marney (20, back by Ross)
(Stuff Photos by Mike Brandon)
there are probably still dents
left in the floor and at times, it
looked like a football game.
But it wasn't sloppy by any
means. It was just two good
clubs who were playing a
rough and very important
game which both teams
wanted to win.
At the end of the first period,
Fulton County led 14-11 and it
was junior center Donna
Sledge supplying the punch. In
Thursday's win over Murray
High, Sledge poured in 17
points and had 21 rebounds. At
the end of the first quarter,
she had 10 points.
But, with 3:15 left in the half
and her club holding a 27-16
lead, Sledge went to the bench
with her third personal. At
that point, she had scored 16
points.
By the end of the half,
without Sledge in the lineup,
Fulton County began to fade
somewhat on the boards and
in their offensive punch and
the Pilot lead was only 28-22 at
intermission.
The Pilots were coasting
along with a 38-30 lead with
just over two minutes left in
the third quarter. Sophomore
sensation Mina Todd then hit
two Consecutive field goals
and it was a four-point game.
That suddenly put the Lakers
back in it and going into the
last quarter, Fulton County
led 43-38.
With 5:45 left in the game,
the Lakers were down 45-43
when Sledge slipped and
twisted a knee in a battle for a
loose ball. She came back in at
1M-4:22 mark but she was
obviously in a great deal of
pain and limping badly. And
by that time, the Lakers led
49-48. Sledge gave the lead
back to the Pilots with two
free throws to make it 50-49
with 3:32 left in the game.
Then came, what proved to
be the play of the game.
Sophomore Kim Willie
powered inside and put up a
shot which fell in with 1:34 left
and gave the Lakers a 51-50
lead. Then with 46 seconds left
on the clock, Susie Imes hit on
a backdoor play for a 53-60
lead.
. Fulton County- sient—doiiii
and missed a shot and on the
rebound battle, Todd was
fouled. She hit her first free
throw but missed the second
one.
Lisa Workman then hit from
15 feet with just 16 seconds left
and it was a 54-52 lead.
Fulton County called for a
timeout and the Lakers had to
inbound the ball against a
vicious fullcourt press. But
Calloway did get the ball in
and Rose Ross kept it and
came across the time line.
Finally, with three seconds
left, Ross was fouled and she
hit both free throws to put the
final score of 56-52 on the
board.
It was fitting Ross was the
one who got to cinch the game.
Twice in the contest, she drove
in on the left side of the basket
and put up shots only to be told
she had made them...both
times she was knocked to the
floor and both times, lost her
contact lenses.
Todd, who had 27 points
Friday in the win over Hick-
man County, finished with 21
in another super effort while
Ross added 10 and Stephanie
Wyatt, playing one of her best
games of the season, added
eight including a field goal
that gave the Lakers a 47-45
lead in the final period.
"Wyatt was hurt earlier in
the game but she was willing
to come back in and play her
heart out," Davis said. "Kim
Willie had been having trouble
adjusting but six knew she
had to hit that basket when she
did and of course, that was the
one that put us in front.
"I don't know if I could ever
sing enough praises for
Melissa Miller. She came in
hurt too and really did a good
job defensively and on the
boards.
"The thing that really helps
us though is we have three
guards we can inter-change in
any combination. ..Rose Ross,
Susie Imes and Mimi Win-
chester. They all really played
well.
•'Rose had seven assists and
kept her head really well. She
didn't get in any foul trouble
and in a physical game like
this, that's really a great
tribute to her.
"I also felt Pinner had a
fantastic game. She had five
or six big rebounds and helped
tire Sledge out late with her
work on the press. Mina had
only six points in the first half
but she came back in the
second half, knowing she had
to score and came through
with 15 more. She got beat
inside a little. Once, she got hit
on the nose and that sort of
hurt her and got her more
aggressive," Davis added.
Todd finished with 1:
rebounds, Wyatt with seven
and Pinner with seven.
Sledge finished with 25
points in a superb game for
the Pilots who lost the game at
the line where they could hit
just 10 of 30 while the Laken._
hit on 18 of 29. - '-
The Laker girls will be idle
through the holidays and will





With delicious piping hot foods such as Bar-B-Que Chicken, Bar-B-
Que Ribs, Chili, Baked Beans, Smoked Bar-B-Que Sausage and
much more.
Buy By The Pound





Includes: Meat, 2 Vegetables and Roll
Call 
753Au and we'll have it ready for you
C 





2 'S. / 4
Sharp  1 2 -1..12
Sledge 11 3 4 25-., .
Hendrix 1 4 4 6 -
Marney 1 1 5 3
I.. Wotionan  1 0 0 2
S, Workman 0 0 1 0
Tntals 21 10 18 52
Crilaany Coot,
tg it pi tp
Imes 2 2 4 6
Todd 8 5 2 21
Wyatt 3 2 2 8
Pinner  1 3 5 5
Row 1 6 4 10
MiSer 1 0 2 2
Willie 2 0 4 4
Winchester . ....... 0 0 1 0
Totals 18 18 24 56
Fulton CO 14 14 15 5-5
Calloway 11 11 16 18-56
FISHING MACHINE
This spin-cast set includes a telescoping rod with
built-in range finder reel. 61160
Marlin.
GLENFIELD —
- .22 cal. AUTOMATIC with SCOPE
Complete with 4-power Glerf,eld scope
REG. 57.99 64 337
USE
vE3 4497
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Save $5.55 Reg. $49.99
It's a work table, vise, clamps,
all in one! Lightweight; folds
for easy carrying and storage.
32" Wx311/4" H x 23'42" D.
Folds to 5" deep. 079003
Kennolig.
19" TOOL BOX
Roomy and sturdy red SAVE $2.70
baked-enamel box with
111.47. 4 1109-41
fuN-siza tote troy. PEG,. ' 77 -
Union 20" Tool Roc
(42-1104) 17.77
This home machine features action bump-
ers arid free ball feature. Sells ring, lights
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Colts (Win?) Playoff Spot, Bucs Shock Cards
By BRUCE LOW IT
AP Sports Writer
First Bob Thomas kicked
Chicago into the playoffs.
Then a couple of coaches
kicked a bit about the way
Baltunore got there.
Thomas' heart-stopping
field goal, Bert Jones' ex-
traordinary passing (and his
bit of good fortune on a con-
troversial "quick" whistle)
and Billy Johnson's dazzling
speeckand moves filled in the
final division titles and wild
cards Sunday. After 14 weeks,
28 teams have become eight
for the start of the National
Football League's second
season, the road toward Super
Bowl XII Jan. 15 in the Loui-
siana Superdome.
On Saturday, Washington
beat Los Angeles, the NFC
West champion, 17-14 and kept
alive its hopes of a playoff
berth. On Sunday, Thomas' 28-
yard field goal, kicked hi:a
brutal freezing rainstorm with
nine seconds left in sudden-
death overtime, gave Chicago
a 12-9 victory over the New
York Giants, gave the Bears
the National Conference wild
card and kicked the Redskins'
hopes down the drain.
' The Bears had to settle for
the wild card because Min-
nesota clinched the NFC Cen-
tral Division title Saturday
night with a 30-21 victory over
Detroit.
Also on Saturday, Miami re-
mained in the playoff picture
by beating Buffalo 31-14. But
the Dolphins needed a loss by
Baltimore, to win the
American Conference's East
Division title. For more than
two periods, things looked fine
for them, because New
England led the Colts 21-3.
Then Jones struck for three
touchdown passes and the
Colts, aided by what some felt
was a. questionai4,. call,
roared to a 30-24 vicloity that
kayoed the Dolphins' playoff
plans.
In Sunday's other berth-de-
ciding action, Pittsburgh,
which beat San Diego 10-9 in a
game it really didn't have to
win, backed into the AFC
Central title when Cincirmati____.
tossed it away by losing 21-16:.
to Houston.
And in other games, Tampa
Bay beat St. Louis 17-7,
Atlanta mauled New Orleans
35-7, Seattle downed Cleveland
20-19, Philadelphia shut out
the New York Jets 27-0 and
Green Bay topped San
F'rancisco 16-14. '
Here, then, is how next
weekend's playoffs shape up.
On Saturday, in the AFC,
Oakland is at Baltimore and
Pittsburgh is at Denver
i where the Broncos beat the
Steelers 21-7 last Nov. 6). A
week from today, in the NFC
fust-round games, Chicago is
at Dallas and Minnesota is at
Los Angeles ( where the Rams
routed the Vikings 35-3 last
Oct. 24).
Both conference champion-
ships will be played Jan. 1. If
the Cowboys beat Chicago,
they'll host the NFC title
game. If the Bears and Los
Angeles win, the Rams are the
hosts. And if the Bears and
Vikings win, Minnesota is the
host since Chicago, as a wild-
card team, cannot play a
playoff game at home. In the
AFC, Denver hosts the title
( MURRAY LEDGER IP TURES)
PORTS
The pairings for the Paducah Tilghman Christmas Tour-
nament have been announced.
Murray High will kick off the tournament on Wednesday,
the 28th, with a 12 noon game against Butler High School of
Huntsville, Alabama. Ln the second contest, set for 2 p.m.
Wednesday, Mayfield will play Symsonia.
Wednesday's evening play will find Marshall County and
St. Mary colliding at 7 p.m. with TlIghman and Lone Oak to
battle in the nightcap.
Winners of the afternoon games meet at 7 p.m. Thursday
while Wednesday night's winners play at 9 p.m. Thursday.
The championship contest will be held at 7:30 p.m. Friday.
Officials for the tourney are James Perry, Buddy Poe,
Charles Cash and Don Green.
Admission will be one dollar for students and $1.50 at the
door for adults. Reserved chair seats are two dollars. The
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Model 4464 -
Early American
Distinctively Magnavox-in styling and perform-
ance-this outstanding value automatically brings
you eye-pleasing pictures in any light ...plus
brilliant color on its Precision In-Line Tube, and
the reliability of a 100% solid-state chassis.
Beg, $04100 SALE
Repeat of a Sellout
You Haul It
MAGNAVOX
QUALITY IN EVERY DETAIL
16 B MUSIC- MAGNAVOX
game if it beats Pittsburgh. If
the Steelers and Colts win,
Baltimore is the site - and if
the Steelers and Raiders win,
Pittsburgh is the host since
Oakland, like Chicago, is a
wild-card team.
Bears 12, Giants 9
Thomas very nearly was the
goat instead of the hero. In the
first period he missed a field
goal when the ball hit an up-
right. In the fourth quarter,
after rookie Robin Earl ran
four yards for the game's only
touctAilawn. Thomas-extra-
point try-was- batted down.
And with less than 2,1 minutes
gone in the overtime he was





Cleveland State by 12
Middle Tennessee at
MICHIGAN STATE by two '
Cal-Poly at AUSTIN PEAY by
Tuesday
Morehead at MARSHALL by
four
Wednesday








TILGHMAN at Lone Oak by
two
Camelot at FARMINGTON by
five
Fulton City at LOWES by
seven
Season Record: 30-9 for OVC
and 39-12 for high school.
Total: 69-21
that could have decided
inatters.
The victory put the Bears in
the playoffs for the first time
since they beat the Giants in
eitahe 1963 NFL championship
- gaiue.,
Chits 30, Pttriots 24 _
showfd what i
great quarterback he is,"
Baltimore Coach Ted Mar-
chibroda• said after Jones' 19-
for-30 passing gaine, his 340
yards gairled and his touch-
- down pass& covering 14, 78
and 12 yards- but few folks
--thought --"a'squcky quarter-
back" might have been more
appropriate.
Linebacker Sam Hunt
recovered what appeared to
be Jones' fumble at the New
-England 6-yard line - but the
play had already been blown
dead, the Colts kept
possession and, moments
later, Don McCauley scored
the winning TD from the three
with less than three minutes to
go.
"The quarterback was in
the grasp of the tackler and I
blew the whistle," said referee
Fred Silva. “The ball came
out. That's it."
Said Chuck Fairbanks,
coach of the disconsolate
Patriots: "I thought it was a
fumble, but there were a lot of
plays which could have
decided this game. That one
came at the wrong time."
Oilers 21, Bengals 16
Billy "White Shoes"
Johnson, caught six passes for
138 yards and a TD, rushed
once for 31 yards, returned
four kickoffs 81 yards and ran
two punts back for 13 yards -
263 yards in all.
And it was all Houston
needed to even an old score
Racer Women Divide Two
Weekend Cage Contests
The Murray State Lady
Racers closed their pre-
holiday play by splitting a pair
of weekend home games.
Saturday night, the Lady
Racers played their second
string and took an easy 91-3T
win over Elizabethtown
Community College. But
Sunday night, the Lady
Racers lost their first home
game of the season as they
were upended 87-67 by Nor-
thern Kentucky.
In the win over
Elizabethtown, Mary Jane
Gates paced the attack with a
28-point effort and pulled down
nine rebounds. Also in twin
figures were Cindy Brashear
with 16, Kathy Hughes with 12,
Linda Blackburn with 12 and
Barbara Herndon with 10.
The Lady Racers had lost a
75-70 game at Northern
Kentucky earlier this month
and had hoped to turn the
tables. Instead, they turned
the ball over 28 times with
many of those coming in the
first half where Northern
pulled out to a 42-31 lead.
The Norsemen came up with
13 steals in the game as their
fullcourt press caused Murray
a great deal of trouble. Nor-
thern wound up shooting .559
as they hit on 38 of 68 and
added 11 of 14 from the line.
Jackie Jo Mounts hit for 18
points and 18 rebounds to pace
the scoring while freshman
guard Laura Lynn added 17
points.
Murray is now 5-7 on the













until January' 13 when they
host Eastern Illinois. -Then on
the 14th, 'Murray will host
Union before entertaining
Vandy on the 16th. Of the 12
Racer games thus far, eight






















































fg-fga ft-fta rb pf tp
Macy 3-20 1-3 1 3 7
Todd  7-13 8-12 6 3 22
Johnson 0-3 3-7 4 5 3
Sipes 0-0 0-0 0 2 0
Mpssenburg 0-2 0-0 1 0 0
Moss 0-2 0-2 0 0 0
Holland 0-3 0-0 3 3 0
Duncan  0-2 0-0 3 4 0
Elsgregg 1-9 3-7 6 1 5
Totals 11-54 15-31 27 21 37
Morrey State
fg-fga ft-fta rb pf tp
Gates  13-19 2-3 9 4 28
Herndon 5-7 0-1 5 3 10
Hughes 5-11 2-3 5 0 12
Blackburn 4-5 14 3 12
Schwartz 1-5 1-2 6 1 3
Brashear 6-13 4-5 4 4 16
Schuster 1-4 0-2 6 5 2
Ware 2-3 0-0 2 4 4
Kilgore /2 2-4 4 3 4






Fairleigh Dickinson 75, St Francis. N Y
Maryland 94, 1,I1J 64
Massachusetts 85. Bentley 70
Niagara 86, Canisius 80
Penn 78, I aSalle 75
Penn St 85, Colgate 63
Princeton 58, Rutgers 57
Seiton Hall 108, ('("NY 72
Temple 69. Manhattan 59
ri prn8441 93, A pplachian St Rft
Florida A&M93. Alcorn 77
Furman 110. W Carolina 91
Georgia 42, lottisiana Tech 34
Marshall 1011, Davidson 80
Carolina 67. Cincihnati 50
N Caro-Cilarlotte 70.S Florida 68. OT
N Carolina St 106, F Carolina 80
Tenn -Chattanooga 68. Tenn Tech 73
Va Commonwealth 73, Old Dominion 67
Virginia Tech 88, New Hampshire 66
W Kentucky 72, Cal Poly-S1,0 50
Wake Forest 118. Ind StFvansville 73
Mt,. 0,,
Brigham Young 86, Bradley 79
Cleveland St 81, Kent St 65
DePaul 8.1. Northwestern 79
Detroit 102. Ball St 78
Illinois St 93, New Orleans 86, 01'
Indiana 56. SMU 51
Indiana St 111, F Michigan 72
Iowa 107, Denver 65
Kansas 85, St !Allis 55
Marquette 116, Bowling Green 54
Michigan 92, Cent Mich 79
Nebraska 80, Missisripni 70
S Dakota St 6.5. Minn-Morris 58
Toledo 67, I oyola of Chicago 65, OT
p0,1-re
Arkansas St 68. Mo-Rolla 57
Oklahegna (lty 9551 Mary's. Tease 71
Pan American )2t, New Mexico St 97
Texas 185, Centrihary 73
,/ S -I
Artrona Reward 56
Arizona St SI Cal St-I. A 76
California 102, Iowa S169
Colorado 78. N Colorado 58
Creighton 71, Montana 67
Fullerton St 74, Boise St 57
McNeese St 83, Hawaii 71
Montana St 101. St. Cloud, Minn. 110
Nevada-las Vegas 101, I oyola , Calif 84
OregOn St 74, Weber St 72,01'
St Mary's, Cal 66, Fresno St 55
So California 96, long Beach St 85
UCLA 71, UC Santa Barbara 55
Utah St 91, Washington 85
W Baptist 89, Whitman 72
Wyoming 100, F, Washington 69
I F 11Illi I
Athletes In Action 87, Pittsburgh 72
,''"es /VA %Ts
SW nuisiana 98 Ohio U 81
Grambling 65. Biscayne 64
Florida St. 82. Navy 55
Texas A&M 106, Samford 91
Houston 137 N Texas St 94
Xavier, elhio 65. Rice 58
S Carolina 76, San Jose St 55
Dayton 65, Georgia Tech 63
Oregon 91, San Diego St 89
San Francisco RR. Baylor 93
Pacific. Cal 93, Idaho 78
Kentucky 102, St John's 72
Portland St 82, Seattle 76
Memphis St 77, Army 711 OT •
Tex-F1 P500 67. Kansas St 63. 01'
'Ptah 115, Tennessee 80
Texas Tech 61, Dartmouth 51
r
Gaergetown, DC 61, St Joseph's, Pa.
55
ehman 71. Medea t'vees 61
!SUM. Tulane 74
and ruin the Bengals' playoff
chances. The Oilers lost a 13-
10 game to the Bengals earlier
this year when an official's
mistake took away a Houston
touchdown.
Steelers 10, Chargers 9
Running back Sidney
Thornton scored front a yard
out and Roy Gerela kicked a
27-yard field goal in the third
period to give Pittsburgh the
victory over San Diego.
Cowboys 14, Broncos 6
Roger Staubach threw TD
passes of 22 yards to Preston
Pearson and 7 yards to Robert
Newhouse and Tony Dorsett
became only the eighth roQicie
to gain 1,000 yards (gaining 50
to finish with 1,007) for a
season in Dallas' triumph
against Denver. Each team
finished at 12-2.
Raiders 21, Chiefs 20
Errol Mann atoned for a
pair of extra-point misses by
kicking a 28-yard field goal
with 6:33 to play, giving the
Raiders their victory over
Kansas City.
BUCS 17, Cards 7
Gary Huff's passes of 61 and
62 yards to Morris Owens
scored one TD and set up an-
other score as the Bucs, love-
able losers only two weeks
ago, beat the Cardinals for
--
their second straight victory.
Tampa Bay's long-suffering
fans responded with 21
standing ovations.
Falcons 35, Saints 7
Steve Bartkowski threw for
two TDs and Haskel Stanback
ran for two against the Saints.
Meanwhile, Atlanta wound up
allowing only 129 points all
season, four lower than the 14-
game record set by the 1969
Minnesota Vikings.
Seahawks 20, Browns 19
Jim 7..orn's TD pass to Steve
Litrgent with 52 seconds to
play gave Seattle its victory
over the Browns and dimmed
a bright performance by Greg
Pruitt. He passed for one TD,
ran for one and gained 127
yards rushing to finish with 1,-
086 for the season.
Eagles 27, Jets 0
Rookie Wilbert Montgomery
scored on touchdown runs of 1
and 72 yards and gained 103
yards in his first start in the
Eagles' romp over the Jets.
Packers 16, 49ers 14
Cornerback Willie
Buchanon intercepted a pair
of pa-eses, setting up a field
goal with one of them and
running 29 yards for a TD with
the other in Green Bay's
victory over the 49ers
PLUS AN ACTION-PACKED SPECIAL PURCHASE!
4 FAST-PACED
TV GAMES IN 1! SAVE 50/
'2 
ANC, ASVO.
Play tennis, handball, hockey and practice.
Two remote controls, on-screen scoring,
sounds, ball speed, angle and paddle size
controls. Requires 6 "C" batts. or AC adap-
ter (60-3053, 4.95).






Tennis, hockey, squash'-practice, shoot
skeet or target. Requires 6 "C" batts. or




FULL COLOR 3-IN-1 GAME
CUT $5 Reg. 5995
SMA.R7 SANTAS 'HOP THE SHACK MOST STORES OPEN
Screw on
the Attachments -
It's a Rifle !
"TV TENNIS" BY MARX
SPECIAL PURCHASE
Play TV tennis - without
a TV sett Auto-scoring,
winner indicated by flag.
Requires 3 "D" cells.
Great gift buy!
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TURKEY HINDQUARTERS, NEO(S, TAILS OR
Turkey Drumsticks  39c
FRONTIER BRAND
Smoked Sausge La 99'
IMPORTED FRESH WATER
Catfish Steaks














Fresh Ground Round LB
TENDER, JUICf ,
Ham Center Slices La
TENNESSEE PRICIE
Pure Pork Sausage 













1:11111CCOST-CUTTER COUPo•aiiiilmeWORTH $2.0? OFF 1
r tiWHaE iaALE =
BONELESS HAM
11.1.1with this coupon. Limit one. Expires Dec .24th. 1111  
mum Ir9Cler
MOUDON SPECIALS FROM THE KROOER GARBO
Give o Fresh Fruit Basket











WORTH 50 OFF E
rosined the purchase of
on 8 oz. pkg. of
alPECAN sr• 
HALVES




Pascal Celery  u. 394
OWN FANCY
Broccoli  2 man. $1































iPnces effective thru Dec 24th
Quantity rights reserved Copyright 1977.
The Kroger Co
WE NAVE WHAT WE ADVERTISE IF AT All POSSIIRLI.If due to
conditions beyond our control we run out of an advertised
special we substitute a comparable brand at a similar savings or
give you a roin check for the advertised special at the special
price anytime within 30 days. WE GUANANTEE WHAT WI SELL If
you ore ever dissatisfied with a Kroger purchase, we will
replace your item or refund your money
WV el,




















11.01311 a. SANDIPKII OR
Hot Dog Buns 2 12 OZ.PUS.
1111,1111110AT








































































Country Styli Slab (°'
BACON
foully6. 911cPok
'F:I[COST=CUTTER COUPON) gig 06,,,,Fr„iECOST-CUTTER COUPON] !Ile
re-4 Assorted Betty Oveber r7 AN Vegetable 
Min
LL LAYER CAKE CRISCO
Ir 
tellEKES rist---Q SHORTENING =
85c
;111111111*111.111•11111••11111 101111111111  "MIR! - NI • SO Ni 
Wittl TNT coupon ant Stu prams, exam% Min pravoitso or taw with this coupon and SIO 00 purchase excluding items prohibited byand in odefition Ike coat of coupon merchandise Sublec-t to um low and in °edition •is the cost If the coupon merchandise Sublet'
applicabie taxis. limit peo. Expires Dec 24* to applicable taxes Limit one Expires Dec 24*
1 0 PURCHASE ENTITLES YOU TO REDEEM BOTHCOUPONS p1111111
10M









COM STY11 as INIOU 1=1111.
Del Monte Cont
Dove Liquid




Martha White Flour $11.SA4)
TIN Allan
Green Limas 3 1501.CANS
COWRY or-
Potato Chips'Si.IAA







7 ItroPle Slant er largo CantA,






$ 1 Kroger Bvttennilk a 734
PIIILIONITI lea
$1 Buttermilk Biscuits 6 89'
NM
Country Club Butter 'FILI $1 °9
uooausassMNAVIN796 Ice Cream  G.:;'$1 69
Whipped Topping " AfR 67'
Elosas 4%











JUICE 4 PUDDING DETERGENT - = MARGARINE
IMP 61.1








with this coupon Limo one Expires Dec 24,i,
haw*





(„Vel[COSI (UTTIli.(OUPOP.11:41,101P11(I r OST ruiiii-cduiatilTP9frost
Kreger Frozea :„"-as Asserted Flavors Giant Size 
•






















402. 949 E, LIQUID In. 
$1129Inwith this coupon limit one Ii rn Dec 74th
:'i 1111111111 ii. Iuuiui
=as= low 73`- I
re. Mil°. 
11M. INI
um Vett, ms coupon limit one inn coupon WM coupon limit one. ;7, im• with thus coupon Line? one
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WEARE OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY SATURDAY 'TIL 8 A.M. SUNDA1SHOP WHEN IT IS CONVENIENT FOR YOU
'Or
24th
,IFt',1 11 Pic MURRAY Ky LEDGER I TIMES Ml Deentb.- 19 1977
PARIVI Eiti RECAST
Calloway County Represented
At Young Farmer Institute
The llth National Young
Farmers Educational In-
stitute was held in Louisville
on December 1144 at the Galt
House and new Com-
monwealth Convention
Center.
The Calloway County Young
Farmer Chapter was
represented by President,
Danny Cunningham, and his
wife, Judy; Reporter, Mike
Burchett; and Advisor,
Johnnie Stockdale. Present
• • were 975 Young Farmers and
Young Farmer's wives from
about 30 states with about 1100
people in attendance.
The Kentucky Young
Farmer Association, hosts for
the institute, provided an
educational and entertaining
program. The program began
Sunday night with a banquet
and address entitled '"A
Kentucky Welcome"- by the
Honorable Julian M. Carroll,
Governor of Kentucky. This
was followed by a get
acquainted session which
lasted until the wee hours of
the morning at the Galt House.
Monday began with break-
fast at 7 a.m. at the Con-
vention Center which was
sponsored by International
Harvester Company. Tours
were the math item on the
agenda with a bluegrass tour
leaving for Lexington. On this
tour burley tobacco farms
were seen, a tobacco sale and





Were a farming community.. and the
people around here have special finan-
cial needs. We'll service those needs the
best way we know how. .with complete




Spindletop Farm and the
capitol at Frankfort.
The most exciting stop was
at the world famous Claiborne
Farm which has a total of 700
horses, 24 of which are famous
stallions. Two of those shown
to the group were Secretariat
and Riva Ridge. The meal for
lunch was sponsored by
Sperry-New Holland Com-
pany.
The Monday night banquet
was sponsored by the Federal
Land Banks of the United
States and the National P.C.A.
The speaker was Grady Nutt,
"Prime Minister of Humor,"
who was followed by the
Louisville Thoroughbred
Chorus.
Pioneer Seed Corn Company
sponsored the Tuesday
morning breakfast after
which the group left for the
second day of tours. This tour
included Louisville
Agribusinesses such as In-
ternational Harvester, R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Company,
and Churchill Downs. At the
night's banquet Tommy Bell,
Attorney and National
Football League Referee ga'7€
a most inspiring and en-
tertaining address. He was
followed by the P. U. Band
from Owensboro who had the
audience rolling in the floor
with laughter before the night
was over, a local member
said.
The Institute concluded
Wednesday with a breakfast
sponsored by John Deere
Company with Pat Liembach,
noted farm wife and author, as
speaker.
,The-National Institute will
be hosted by the Missouri
Young Farmers in Kansas
City in 1978.
"The purposes of the
National Young Farmer
Educational Institute is to
facilitate an exchange of in-
formation among young farm
leaders, to strengthen young
and adult farmer programs, to
facilitate an exchange of
educational ideas and
materials, to learn from other
states successful Young
Farmers, and to learn from
outstanding leaders in the
industry of agriculture. All of
these purposes were certainly
achieved in Louisville this
year and was a credit to those
interested Young Farmers in




you see the best.
Grain Bins Butler:
Purchase your 1978 Grain Bin and Drying
Equipment now and save two ways:
1. Take advantage of Butler's Winter
Discount;
2. Buy before 1978 price increase.
i<BUTLEO
AORI-ElUiLDER
HILMAN COLES CONSTRUCTION CO.
Office 502-753-3897 Murray, Ky.
2488Keith Hays 502-489-• •
'Alb E. Anderson 502-753-5448
Two New Burley Varieties Availablefor1978 Planting
Seed for two new, improved
burley tobacco varieties is
available to Kentucky
growers for planting their 1978
crop.
Ky 15 and Ky 17 were
Poleased last spring to tobacco
seedsmen for seed increase by
the Kentucky Agricultural
Experiment Station and the
Agricultural Research Ser-
vice of the USDA. Seedsmen
grew foundation seed of the
two new varieties this sum-
mer, and now have an ample
supply of certified seed to
meet the demand expected
from burley growers for
planting next spring.
"Both varieties have more
resistance to major disease
than varieties that growers
have been planting, and both
are high-yielders of quality
leaf," says G. B. Collins, plant
breeder and leader of the
Experiment Station research
project that developed the new
varieties.
Ky 15 and Ky 17 have been
tested for three years under
farm-growing conditions




Cattle grub control 4-
seCtiadii also will kill lice
won't solve the louse problem
in a cattle herd, reminds an
Extension entomologist in the
UK College of Agriculture.
"Grubicides kill adult and
immature lice, but do not
destroy the eggs that will
hatch out and make cattle
lousy again," says Chris
Crhistensen. "To prevent a
louse problein from building
up this fall and winter, treat
cattle with an insecticide that
will destroy lice and eggs two




for lice control — either
Korlan-2 or Lysoff. Although
approved sprays are effective,
the pour-on insecticides are
more convenient.
''Treat all your cattle, ex-
cept sick animals that should
be isolated until they can be
treated," advises Christensen.
"Newly purchased cattle also
should be isolated until after
they are treated. Otherwise,
the entire herd can become
infested with lice."
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specielitts at
the UK College of Agriculture
Precooked or parboiled
rice can cost up to twice as
much as regular rice. How
much time and effort does it
really save you? Is it worth
the extra cost? Think about
it, suggest food specialists
with the UK College of Agri-
culture -Cooperative Exten-
sion Service.
1 A patio lighting set can
be strung safely across an
open patio secured only at
each end of the set's cable
0 True u False
2 Before leaving on a motor-
trip vacation, you should
pack:
A. A set of flares.
B. A first-aid kit.
C A flashlight
Tennessee, North Carolina,
Virginia and Ohio. Tobacco
leaf companies have
evaluated the new varieties
and have found them ac-
ceptable in chprnical
properties and in smoking
tests.
The availability of seed to
burley growers culminates 8
to 10 years of research that
has gone into the development
of the new varieties. Collins
and ARS researchers C. C.
Litton and P. D. Legg, in the
Agronomy Depar au of the
UK College of .griculture,
had the support of research by
other scientists in the
cooperative effort.
Ky 17 is especially good
news to tobacco farmers who
have a black shank disease
problem. This disease is
widespread in the burley
growing belt and the major
disease problem in Kentucky,
according to Collins. Ky 17 has
good resistance to black
shank. In comparison with
Burley 49, a variety with
medium resistance and the
best up to now for growing in
black shank areas, Ky 17
yields 400 to 500 pounds more
per acre. The new variety also
has complete resistance to
black root rot, and high
resistance to wildfire, mosaic
virus and fusarium wilt.
Other important attributes
of Ky 17 include its early
maturity and hi&lt.- . Quality -
leaf. Ky.17 matures 3 to 4-days
earlier than Ky 10 and Burley
49. The new variety has a 3.97
per cent average total alkaloid
level in its cured leaf on a dry
weight basis.
Ky 15, the other new variety,
is a high-yielder that produces
high quality leaf. Ky 15 yields
are comparable to or better
than those of Ky 10 and Ky 14,
the higher-yeilding varieties
that farmers have been
growing. The new variety
matures 5 to 7 days ahead of
Ky 10. Its cured leaf has an
average total alkaloid level of
3.19 per cent on a dry weight
basis.
Ky 15 has high resistance to
ANSWERS—
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black root rot, wildfire,
mosaic virus and fusariurn
wilt. Its genetic resistance to
black root rot, which Collins
says is close to immunity to
the disease, was obtained
from a wild spscles in
Australia, named 'Nicotiana
debaeyni.
"Both, Ky 15 and Ky 17, are
unfiorm standup varieties that
should help Kentucky burley
growers produce higher yields
of high quality leaf acceptable
to the industry," says Collins
VVVVVEVN
who led the cooperative continuing research program
research effort that developed is to develop varieties that will
the new varieties. The goal produce even higher yields of
now of tobacco breeders in the better quality leaf.
There's e..
Farmowners






We've got the hottest deals in
trucks today. And, if your size is
medium, now's the time to try
on a rugged, dependable Load-
star.
Today, Loadstar's got three
ways to help you arrive at your
"one sure decision" —
Economizer, Binder and Sun-
dance. And, one of them is
bound to suit your medium-
duty truck needs to a "T "
The loadstar Economizer is the lowest-priced diesel made in
America. It's a value when you buy it — and it keeps paying off
with dependable performance for years to come.
Few things on wheels are stingier with a gallon of gas than the
Binder. It's specially built for today and today's gas prices.
And if you want to max business with pleasure, the Sundance
is just what you're looking for. Glossy on the outside, comfort-
conscious on the inside — Sundance gets the job done with a
special flair.
Economizer. Binder. Sundance. One of them is right for you.
Taylor Motors, Inc.
So. 4th St. 753-1372
VSVVIEVVVVVINV
Friends are a wonderful part of
Christmas, so we want to say thanks to
our .many customers for making
this our biggest & best of the 4 years we
have been in business.
Remember Interest Is Free On Tractors
Until March 1, 1978 and on
Combines until September 1, 1978























A chimney fire looks like the
fourth of July.
At its risky best, it cleans a
stout chimney of soot and
creo,sote„ At worst, it burns the
house down.
When fed by a heavy build-
up of soot and creosote, its
blast-furnace intensity can
weaken an unlined chimney,
damage a flue liner, warp a
prefabricated all-fuel
chimney.
A chimney fire is especially
dangerous in an old unlined
chimney, where flames can
reach out through crackes to
set neary walls on fire.
Don't let it happen at your
house, says Larry Piercy,
safety engineer with the Ulc
College of Agriculture
Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice. He notes that 91 chimney
fires were reported in Ken-
tucky last year by insurance
adjusters. These fires did
$573,149 worth of damage.
Creosote and Soot
When you burn wood,
volatile organic chemicals go
up the chimney with the
ARMINGTON FEED
F FARM SUPPLY, INC.
FARMINGTON, KY.





Complete Rations In Meal or Pellets For AM Lwestock
VITA FERMa SERVICE HEADQUARTERS:
HORSE FEED - —
We Can Mu To Your Specifications or Supply Complete Feed.
DOG FEED
SPORT MIX — TRY I77
Hunten and Kennel Owners Ask About Ow Memel PriCe el 5N
lbs and Over Approved By The Natiornal Roma Cassell
EQUIPMENT
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
Farm Equipment. Lnestock Feeders and Maws.
ANAWAL HEALTH SUPPLIES
A full and Complete Line of Products tor Prevost:son 01 livestock
Disease Prescription Drugs Available Thrcsege Year Yeoman's.
Your Veterinarian Is Trained and Qualified to Daces% Your kernel






PRE-MIX AND FEED ADDITIVE ADVICE
Your neighbor Nut rena knows how to help.
Nutrena.Feeds
smoke, he explains. Some of
these condense as they reach
cooler air or touch a chimney
or stovepipe not yet warm.
Creosote is formed by some
of these volatile chemicals. It
condenses into a dark. watery
liquid that trickles back down
the side of the chimney or
stovepipe. Some of it is burned
off and some goes through
further chemical change and
forms a deposit that sticks like
glue.
As it dzies,—curly flake if of
creosote peel off and fall onto
the nearest horizontal surface,
such as a fireplace smoke
shelf or the elbow of a
stovepipe. This growing pile of
black flakes is Under-dry and
easy to set on fire.
Soot comes from carbon
particles in the stack gases
that are deposited on the
chimney or stovepipe.
Low-burning, smoldering
fires with lots of green wood
will deposit more soot and
creosote than a hotter fire
using mostly seasoned wood.
The latter gives off less water
vapor and fewer unburned
gases. It also warms up a
chimney faster.
A chimney built on the
outside wall of a house is
colder to start with and takes
longer to heat up than an in-
side-wall chimney. This
means more creosote and soot
will be deposited on its flue.
Haw They Catch Fire
If you build a roaring fire—
from burning trash, lots of
kindling, or branches from a
Christmas tree—you could
start a chimney fire. Flames
licking up the stovepipe or
chimney, or a piece of burning
paper going up the flue, can
set the soot and creosote on
fire. It often starts in that little
pile of black flakes in a
stovepipe elbow or on the
smoke shelf of a fireplace.
Putting Out the Fire
If you hear the roar and
sucking sound of a chimney
fire, cut off its oxygen supply
by closing dampers in
fireplace, stovepipe or stove.
Smother the fire in your stove
or fireplace with baking soda,
coarse salt, sand, ashes, or a
Class ABC fire extinguisher.
Call the fire department.
If your fireplace has no
damper, you could try
_covering the opening with a
PRE SEASON
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,
wet blanket or a sheet-metal
piece cut to fit. But Piercy
says the very strong draft set
up by the chimney fire can
make this hazardous.
Don't empty a Class ABC
fire extinguisher up the
chimney, because its
smothering action may not
work here. But you could
dicharge a CO2 extinguisher
up the flue. The carbon
dioxide gas does a better job of
cutting off the oxygen supply
and could even put out the fire.
Don't aim a garden hose into
the chimney except as a last
resort, because cold water
could cause the flue to crack.
Use it, instead, to wet down
the roof around the chimney.
Once the fire is out, have
your chimney inspected and-
or repaired before you use it
again.
How To Prevent It
Head off such a fire by
„. • ,
periodically cle'an— ing out
chimneys and stovepipes. Pay
close attention to the kinds of
fires you build and maintain,
too.
Although you can clean a
chimney yourself, it's a good
idea to have it inspected and
cleaned professionally every
year or two, says Piercy. An
experienced chimney sweep
can do a more thorough job.




Some people swear by
chimney-cleaning chemicals.
Manufacturers claim that,
used regularly on a fire,
they'll burn off or oxidize soot
deposits before they build up
enough to be dangerous.
Piercy isn't ready to
recommend any of these
products. He says that more
research needs to be done.
Home Wood Pile May




UK College of Agriculture
Manufacturers of wood-
burning stoves have tooled up
to do a better job of supplying
the demand for their product.
In a pollution-alert energy-
scared society, this "old-
fashioned" heating device is
beginning to look like the
modern way to go.
Not yet hooked up to the
failsafe technology of more-
sophisticated heating and
cooking systems, wood-
burning stoves have one
serious drawback. Unless you
install, use and maintain them
with the utmost care, they can
be dangerous.
What good is an economical,
soul-satisfying, comfortable,
self-sufficient, renewable-fuel
heating system if you let it
burn your house down?
Safety engineer Larry
Piercy with the UK College of
Agriculture's Cooperative
Extension Service says this: If
you own or are planning to buy
a wood-burner, read up on the
subject. Learn all you can
about flues, chimneys, fire
codes, proper installation and
use.
There's a growing body of




azines, one can find ads from
many different stove com-
panies.
Many of them offer free
booklets on wood heat. Three
that I sent for are packed with
solid and surprisingly-
unbiased information.
A local dealer is another
reliable source, especially if
he handles several types of
stoves, has been in business
for awhile, and either installs
what he sells or insists on
supervising the job. He has a
vested interest in the safe and
satisfactory operation of his
merchandise.
There is a wide variety of
wood-burners on the market.
You'll find them made of sheet
metal, cast iron, steel plate,
fire-brick, and combinations
of these. You'll see box stoves,
uprights, fancy parlor stoves,
"oil-drum" models and air-
tights.
They burn on several dif-
ferent combustion principles
and offer varying degrees of
fuel efficiency. Some must be
constantly attended and
refueled. Others promise
many hours of heat radiation
from one wood-loading. Prices
range from $25 or less to $1000
or more.
Most efficient of all are the
airtights, both American-and
Scandinavian-built. You
measure a stove's efficiency
by how moch ash is left, how
much warmth radiates out
from stove, how long it holds
heat, and how little heat goes
up the chimney.
Many airtights come with a
lifetime guarantee, promise_
fuel consumption of less than
12 or .o,ne-thircl the „con:,
ventional stove, and tout ts
ability to hold fire anywhere
from 8 to 24 hours when
properly stoked and operated.
They are expensive, and
they are very heavy. You can
usually count on a price of at
least a dollar per pound.
Creosote build-up in
stovepipe and -chimney can
sometimes be a problem with
the airtights, although one
manufacturer claims that any
creosote formed in the
combustion process is
recycled and burned within
the firebox.
Nevertheless, safety ex-
perts recommend extra at-
tention to a sound flue-lined
chimney and a thorough
cleaning of flue and stovepipe
at least once per heating
season — more often if you
notice excessive shot and-or
creosote deposits.
Airtights are made of cast
iron, heavy steel plate, or a
combination of these two
materials. They are fire-brick
lined for extra durability and
safety.
"Conventionals" come in
many sizes and shapes —
square, rectangular, squat,
pot-bellied, or upright and
narrow. It will take another
day to examine the
"fireplace" styles that are
dual-purpose, free-standing,
or can be inserted into an
existing fireplace or new
construction.
Some stove works have been
turning out tried-and-true
models for years. Others are
selling newly designed and
newly-crafted stoves, or
almost exact copies of early
styles. Some stoves come with
thermostats, fans, and built-in
or add-on ovens.
Some are fire-brick lined,
others are not. Most are less
expensive than the airtights.
Many will do a fine job of
heating your room or whole
house, although they'll burn
more wood than the airtights.
Study the brochures, talk to
the dealer, ask lots of
questions. Contact people who
already own the model you're




box and barrel style stoves
also require more close
supervision. They are light
and easy to handle, they
provide almost-instant
warmth. They can also rust
out or burn through when not
properly used or protected.
They cannot be safely
repaired.
But keep a layer of sand in
the bottom when in use, store
It with care, keep your fires
from getting too hot, watch it
carefully, and it can give you
years of trouble-free service.
Old stoves are harder to
come by these hys at farm
auctions, flea markets and
other second-hand outlets
Unless you know how to repair
or renovate one, better stay
away from these antiques, no
matter how much nostalgia
they dredge up. ,
In any case, don't buy one
pat's badly rusted, cr.a'eked
or split, or has it broken ftre or
ash door or any missing parts.
RECAST 
ElectronicGrain Monitoring Announced
NORFOLK, Va. — The U. S.
Department of Agriculture
(USDA) and Cargill, Inc., has
unveiled an experimental
television system that allows
inspectors to remotely
monitor grain sampling and
loading operations, providing
added assurance that U. S.
grain quality standards are
maintained.
The system, the company
said can also help keep in-
spection costs down at some
export points.
According to Leland E.
Bartelt, administrator of
USDA's Federal Grain In-
spection r• Service, the
sophisticated system at
Cargill's Norfolk export
elevator allows inspectors to
continuously monitor and
record the mechanical
sampling process and actual
loading of grain into ocean-
going vessels.
"This project," Bartelt
noted, "is an example of
government and industry
working together to im-
plement regulatory
requirements."
Clifford M. Roberts, vice
president and head of Cargill's
commodity marketing
division, pointed out at a joint
news conference that the cost
of extra inspectors needed to
perform required visual
certification of grain loading
without the help of TVA would
be about $85,000 annually at
the Norfolk facility. The
electronic monitoring
equipment was installed at a
cost ot $32,000.
"The savings created by the
television monitors can then
be passed right back to far-
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists sit
this UK C,ollisge of Apiculture
Protect your canned foods
from freezing this winter,
remind food specialists with
the UK College of Agriculture
Cooperative Extension Serv-
ice. Keep them in a cool
place, but don't overdo it!
Along the warmest wall of an
unheated room could be the
best spot, or basement
shelves, or a base cabinet
along an outside wall in the
kitchen. Keep a thermometer
in the area. You might find
YOU have to move them if
frigid weather chills down the
house.
roete,"-Roberts said. -
At Norfolk, inspectors can
remotely aim two TVA
cameras located on gantry
type vessel loaders to view
grain as it is spouted into
holds. Operators can make the
cameras zoom in for closeup
views or pull back for long
shots as desired. A third
camera is aimed at an
automatic sampling device
that scoops samples from the
ship-bound stream of grain.
A video motion detector on
the sampler camera sounds a
warning buzzer in the in-
spectors' room if anyone
approaches the automatic
device, and a video tape is
activated. Time-lapse video
tapes of vessel loading can
also be made for later review.
Grading and weighing of
grain shipped out of Norfolk
area ports are conducted by
the Virginia Department of
Agriculture and Commerce
under supervision of USDA.
The TV monitoring system
was conceived as part of a
voluntary affirmative action
agreement between USDA
and Cargill, reached in March
1976 during a period of
numerous indictments in
connection with weighing and
inspection irregularities.
Cargill was not indicted, but
became the first grain firm to
voluntarily enter into an af-
firmative action agreement.
Cargill's Norfolk complex
handled about 138 million
bushels of soybeans, corn,
wheat and barley last crop
year. About 40 per cent of the
commodities handled through
the port are produced within
250 miles, with the remainder










Leafy vegetables such as let-
tuce usually need, more water
than root crops like beets, says
the Colorado State University
Extension Service.
"You've stopped raising
a son. You're building a
partner. Let us help:'
Murray Office
305 North 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-5602
Sure, you depend on him a great deal now.
And in just a few years you'll regard him as a
full business associate.
With his new responsibilities will come new
'ideas on how your operation can move
ahead. For assistance in financing this vital
growth, look to Production Credit.
Helping assure the future
of a farm family through




We're making a repeat offer on the
best deal in Butler Farmstedl building
history. Buy an all-steel Farrnsted building
now and get a double slide door. Free.
You don't have to buy sight unseen.
Let us show you a Fannsted building. What
you see is what you get. And what you get
is t. best in farm buildings at a price you
can afford.
Buy now and you'll get a free double
slide door. See us right away, and let's
make a deal on a Farmsted building. And a
free door.
Hilman Coles Construction Co.
- Murray Ky
'.Ours_Ef>I   1
- offiee 91715€1n
kern Kim 50?.419 UV • • -
k E Anderson 507 753 544E




and joy. Thanks all.
froi: Ems000,
Frosty the snow man and we,
hope all your holidays are
happy days: Heartfelt wishes
and thanks to all our friends.
Letters To Santa
Editor's Note: The following
letters to Santa Claus at the
North Pole come from second
grade students at elementary
schools in Murray and
Calloway County. After
receiving the letters and
noting the students' requests,
Santa sent some of them back
Dear Santa,
I would like a bow and arrow
for Christmas. and a stretch-
arm Strong. a strech-monster
and a six million Dollar man. I
know it's Just an old new
story. and I want a Boinic race
track, to for Christmas. and a
tv game. that's all I can think
for publication in the Murray ef.
Ledger & Times. - --Please wake
forget.
Dear Santa,
I want a Barbie doll a sled
and a cat I want a stuffed
Santa and a stuffed Rudolph.
love Jen
I love you Santa
Robertson Elementary
Dear Santa Claus,
I have been a good little girl
this year. I have dun all my
work around the hours. Oh I
want a relcrplar for chrism's. I




I want some make-up. and I
I want You to send me a
PictuLe of Rudolph the red
nc"leindeer.
Signed Lori Jo Payne.
Robertson Elementary
Dear Santa Claus, please
bring me a chutes-away,
pocket knive want greanade
green machine, star wars
poster, battle tank, junk yard,
spiderman car batmobile,
quarter back warrior, race
track Scott Lance — Hove you
Santa claus. how did Rudolph
get hes rectnose.
Roberts Elementary
Dear Santa Claus I want
chutes-away and i wont a
game and I want a firecat and
I wont a box of toys and a
shotgun and a motorcycle and
I wants box of candy.
I wont to ride on rudolph.
Jimmy Tripp
Robertson Elementary
Dear Santa i what a green
machine and a games and
How is Rudolph and i like you
to santa and How is dancer
sod How is the eHs and i what
to see them some night and
Pless brag me a christmass
tree and how is mrs santa and
get my mama new coat and




Christmas time is the
funniest thing. in my life. I
want a thing or two.





I would like a pick up and
Breaker 19 Game and a van
for Christmas. How are you
and Mr. Sant Claus and Mrs





I Like to get toys from you
Santaclaus, And I like the way
our bells ring and I want a set
of drums and I want a tv






I want a kick-n-go
And a Barbie doll dress and
a Drum. You have a 10 foot
sack of toys. We wrote a poem






I will like a StarWars game
and a rub-a-DubDolly and a
six million Dollar man and a






If it is day time here Is it
night there? And now this is
what I will like from you









Dear Santa Christmas •
I Want My Dad for
Christmas. Your friend Fred
Robertson Elementary
Dear Santa,
I want a Micronaut set set
and a Ribaton set and a
racetack And a bigwheel
greenmachine whirleybird
and a CB Leggo six dragsders





I want you to Wake me a
Doll and a Doll House and I
want a Holly Hobble oven.
Jenny
Robertson Elementary
Dear Santa claw I wan a cat




I like you and your elf s arid I
like your raindeer
I love the mall
tarnmy
Robertson Elementary
Dear santa I would like to see
Rudolph the Red-Nose rain-
deer and I would like a Max
Machine on Christmas eve I
herd Something but I bib not





you woke me up one christmas











Blessed are they who see Christmas
through the eyes of a child! May the
breathless anticipation of Santa Claus
renew our sense of wonder and joy,
this happy season. Magical wishes
and thanks for your patronage.
Westview Nursing Home
1401 S. 16111 Si: 753-1304
Bringing old fashioned joys to warm
your heart at Christmastide.
Our gratitude for your support.
Kelley Pest Control
100 S 13th 753-3914
We meet in goodness and
fellowship celebrating this
hailoWed holiday. Christmas wishes
and warns gratitude.
TV' Service Center - -
South 9th St
May every happiness be your
at this loveliest of seasons.






s the Heavens rejoiced when Christ
was born, so let us rejoice too, in peace
and brotherhood. At this holy holidav4ve
say thanks to our warm rd loyal friends.
is1
lolkfM 13 TIU MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Monday, December 19, 1977
Arous aiistmas
may the spiritual peace of this
Christmas enter into your lives. It's a
time of joy. . . a time to wish
everyone the happiness and contentment
of that Holy night long ago.
All The Employeet Of
Letters To Santa Claus
EDITOR'S NOTE:
Following are some letters to
Santa Claus written by local
elementary school students.
After reading and checking
the letters, Santa forwarded
some to this newspaper for
publication. More letters will
be published throughout this
week.)
Dear Santa
I will Like a Star Wars games
and a star wars dolls, baby
come back and a baby this and
that and a baby thataway.
Boots
, Love, Dusty Spiliotis
Robertson Elementary
Dear Santa
Santa may I please Have a
Christmas tree for next year





My name is Patrick. I am
going to Campbellville, Ky.
for Christmas. Bring my
sister a blanket. Bring me a
race track and a football suit






I live at Hazel. My name is
Tracey, W, I live at Route No.
2 I want a dress and a doll and






My name is Marla Arnett I
live at "Route 7 Murray, Ky. l-
am going to be at my grand-
mothers But I will be at home
in the morning. I will open my
presents In the morning. I





My name is Larry My
sisters name is Tracy r live In
Hazel Ky. My Mothers name
Is Beverly fathers name is
Jimmy I want a car and a




My name is Stephanie tReas
I live at No. Route 7 Box 690. I
live in Murry, Ky. My
Teachers name is Miss_
Cooper. I want a tape recorder





My name is Donnis I live at
Murray, Ky I would like a
Barbie, a doll, a skateboard,





My name is Robin
Westerman I Live at Murray
Ky. Rt. No. .4 Box 219A1 want
a Happy birthday tender Love
and A Wonder Women Sun tan
Tusday taylor. Love, Robin
Southwest Elementary
9045 reettry5
May the gift of love light your Christmas tide.





hearts, happy voices and
laughter, shared with those
we hold most dear. We join
the holiday merriment with





My name is Angela. I live at
Route—AL—Come down the
chinine.I want a skatbord and




.My name is Dusty. my
grade is 2. Wate I want for
Crisumus is a company
cumisner set. and an
elektroman and bebes. and a
hooster for mfbig pistill that
mother brot back from Flrida.
and make it big enuf. I live on





I am going to leave some hot
ehockleet. Bring Andrea and
me sompthen too. I am going
to give you cookes too. Santa I






My name is Melissa Broach.
I live at Route one and I live at
Hazel in a green house and
do't for get my Baby Brother
or sister I- want a baby alive
and Baby thataway and do't
for get my Brother and sister
and get my Baby sister or
Brother and get the baby a
rattle and my sister a watch
and get my Brother a toy gun
and little five cars.




Dear Santa I would like to
see Rudolph the Red-Nose
raindeer. and / 'Would...like a
Max Machine on Christmas
eve I herd Something but I bib
not know whait it was. Jaime
Robertson Elementary
Dear Santa Claus, I want a
typewriter for Christmas and
please bring something for my
family. Love Kristin Hotunan
Robertson Elementary
Dear Santa Claus, Blow-up,
Star Wars, book, Chutes-
Away, Star Wars Poster. Love
John Blake Posey -
Robertson Elementary
Dear Santa Claus,
Please bring me a big race
car set. Love Ashley Thurman
Robertson Elementary
Dear Santa Claus,
I want some boot skates and
suntan Tuesday Taylor. I want
a typewriter and baby this.
and-that. And if you can bring
me a real little black bunny
rabbit please. How do the




I want a doll ana BarBe doll




I want for Christmas a
babnobile and a night glow
race track and a shot gun
Morris and a custom van.




I live at MurrayiKyT-100-- - 1977 Mickey Brown
Gatesboroughcircle. My name Dear santa,
is Cheryl Billington. I would I was excited with the race
like a BarBie doll and a record track. The curve on the race





My name is Leslie Erwin. I
live in Murray Ky. And my
brothers name is Brad Erwin.




P. S. Look on Back.
I want a Barbie Doll a




My name is Cindy Edwards
I live at Hazel Ky. Rt. 1. I want
a record.













track my mom Though the car
and Van would not go around
the curve But I did and I Bet I
won every game. Your're
friend Mickey
Robertson Elementary
jot 'vertu' ts peak e
and Noy. Thanks
— _
In the midst of the
holiday flurry and
fun, we want to take
time to wish all our
friends a Christmas









good will to all men."
753-5312
Dear Santa Claus,
I have been a good girl. I
want this? Baby alive and
bugs bunny alamelock and a





Dear Santa Claus, I wot a_
Micusopanda telcop and a
Mide Mo and Sutuaway and a
flying air plane and aircraft-




.My name is David C I live
at Route 2 I live at Hazel Bring
me red Christmas a truck, a
six dollerman some shool
Clother Bring Miss Cooper a
Laz-boy chair. Thank yoti,
Love, David
Southwest Elementary_
Dear Santa Claus, - ---
Me and Gaye want you to
eat in my house for supper.
Gaye too. Bring mis Parks a
toy Please Santa. I love you.




The sky's the limit for
Santa and our glowing
holiday wishes for you.





309 S. 7th • 7S3-17S1
Mer'j Christmas
Reflecting at Christmas, we give
thanks to our many friends
Sycamore
We hope you enjoy
everything
this wonderful














Students, Faculty and Staff
at
le, Mu rrayState. University
PA' ii THE MURRAY, Ky LEDGER & TIMES, Monday, December 19, 19"
As you experience the
PFPVC,CPck,!!t icy of this
Yuletide, may your blessings






Sending hearty wishes for all
delectable things tofu your
stockings to overflowing.
Merry Christmas and thanks.
The College Shop
From The Staff Of
Letters To Santa Claus
Editor's Note: The following
letters to Santa Claus at the
North Pole come from second
grade students at elementary
schools in Murray and
Calloway County. After
receiving the letters and
noting the students' requests,
Santa sent some of them back
for publication in the Murray
Ledger 8c Times.
Dear Santa Claus,
My name is Shawn
Alexander Hive at Murray, I_
am goneing to papy on
Christmas day, I want a doll
named Baby come bac, Miss





My name is Leah Etherton I
live at Puryear, Tenn. I want a
doll, and I love you. Don't
forget my Mother and my
Father and Dont forget my
Brothers and sisters I want a





I want the micronauts set,
and a bed lamp, and lincoln
logs, and a star wars game,





How is Mrs. Santa and you
to. How are the raindeer and
elves. For christrnas I would
like rub-a-dub dolly and her
tug boat shower, play dough,
barber shop. Boot skates. Star
wares disco record. beauty




Will you come and visit me
if you I will show you our
Ciristmas tree and our two
log cabins.
....Please bring me car. And
don't forget to wake me up and




I want a Fisher-Price lift
and load depot. A Softina doll.
A muscial stuff lamb. A-
cottage clock. A Rub-a-dub
dolly float. Some Rub-a-dub
dolly clothes. A new Barbie
doll. A Barbie swimming pool.
A harbie beauty bath. Barbie
clothes. Some story books.
Some coloring books.
Your friend, Tina Thompson






I want a truck, a car, and a
jeep. Get my sister a little






My name is Laura Jaszcz.
I live at Route 7 Murlin
Drive
I live in Murray, Ky
I want some Charlie's Angel
Dolls. A tape recorder, and
some Tapes and stufft Dog.
And A Happy Birthday Tender
Love Doll, A Webble Haunted





My name is Tracy Ray I live
at Lynn Grove Ky. Get me and
my brother four hot wheels
cars. Don't forget Miss
Cooper. Your friend Tracy
Southwest Elementary
Dear Santa Claus,
Will you breg me the doney
and mriy show and a little cat
like tiger But not tiger she will
get hurt agan will you breg me
Baby Kiss so she can Kiss mik
and mark and Baby haret
Beat and Ken I go to Florida
and say helo to rdolf. and I
Wesh you a merry christrnas








. be a symphony





I would like A race track for
Christmas And don't Forget to







I want an electric racing






I wach you on TV I hope
your rainbears or yunr elfs
are doing fine
Dear Santas, I love you to
Santas, sint fome fred to





I'd like a doll cat. And a Bike




I live it Hazel Ky. My name is





I'd like a doll cat and a bb
gun and a Star Wars game.
name Glenn Austin Cole 507

















































































Let's Stay Well By F.JL BlasIngarne, M D
.Q„ Ms, N.M. asks whether it
is better to use a firm or soft
brush to clean the teeth. She
also asks, ''What is the best
motion to apply to the brush?”
A: Dentists tell me that a
soft brush is preferable to a
medium or firm fibered one.
The tip of the bristles should
be placed at about a 45-degree
angel to the surface of the
tooth at its base where the
tooth and gum meet. This
area of the gum is called the
sulcus. The brush should be
pushed inward against the
gum and tooth and the bristles
then swept along the surface
of the tooth toward its tip or
free margin.
The main purpose of
brushing is to remove a thin
gelatinous substance called
Cleaning Your Teeth
plaque from the surface of the
tooth. Plaque forms more or
less continuously from the
saliva, food, and bacteria in
the mouth. If left in place,
plaque hardens by the deposit
of calcium, especially at the
base of the tooth, and forms
.tartar near and under the edge
of the gum. This builds up and
can zausa irritation or in-
flammation about the tooth.
This inflammation can result
in swelling of the gum. If left
alone, the infection
(pyorrhea i causes the bone to
recede, finally leading to
looseness of the tooth.
Such periodontal (about the
teeth) disease is very common
and can ultimately lead to the
loss of so many teeth that
dentures may be needed.
If plaque remains- on the
surface of the teeth, it en-
courages the growth of bac-
teria which causes an acid
reaction that attacks the
enamel, starting a defect
which can lead to cavity
formation in the tooth._
Therefore, it is essential to
keep plaque  formation to a
minimuin—k protect our teeth
and gums. Plaque is the
starting point of diseases that
progress to inflammattaa of
the gums, looseness of the
teeth, and to cavities.
Millions fail to brush their
teeth. Others brush
inadequately. 




formation. Flossing • with—
unwaxed floss between the
teeth Ii-an lidded -benefit.
Complete dental care also
includes a periodic checkup by
a dentist.
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Answer to SaturdayA Puzzle
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1156", il.will 111111 Milll
Distr. by Grated Feature Syndicate, Inc
0. L -Cain, Jr., waa_re-
elected ta--- the - County
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation (ASC) .com-
mittee by delegateste the ASC
County Convention held
December 15, at the ASCS
Office.
The delegates also elected
Clyde Phelps and Eurie R.
Smith, as first and second
alternates to the committee.
Cain was elected to another
three year term and also as
vice-chairman on the com-
mittee, with Glenn Crawford
being re-elected as chairman
and Pat Ross as regular
member. Crawford has one
year remaining on the com-
mittee and Ross has two
years.
The county ASC committee
is responsible for local ad-
ministration of government




























I'D LIKE In SEE
THAT BRACELET,
PLEASE
WE'RE ALL OUT OF
DOG FOOD 50 I




I CAN TELL BY LOOKING
  AT YOU 114AT YOU
CANT AFFORD IT
THE PHANTOM 
IN JUNGLE V/LLA6ES, THE W/6N CHIEF9
DECLARE A WEEK OF CELEBRA770N—;
odt4rOMPHANTati wER. ptiotro,A yrot. Ar
Na'
Farm Storage Facility Loans,
Tobacco, Disaster, etc.
The vacancies were filled by
farmer-delegates who are
newly elected ABC community
committeemen for 1978.
Community committees
assist the county committee in
farm program administration




Federal State Market News Service
December 19.1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 777 Est 300 Barrows &
Gifts! 50 higher Sows 1.00 higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs ... . $44.25-44.50
some at 45 00
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. . . 844.00-4425
US 2.4 240-260 lbs . . $4100-44.00
US 3-4260-280 lbs $42 00-43.00
Sows
US 1-2270-350 lbs 833.50-34.50
US 1-3 300-50014s S33.50-34.50
US 1-3 500-650 lbs 834.50-38.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs . 63200-3350
Boars 25 00-28 no
Singers To Carol
For Homes Tonight
Santa Claus Singers will
carol for anyone tonight
(Monday.) from 6:00 to 8:00
p.m. for donations to an or-
phanage.'
Any persons desiring to hear
the carollers may call 474-2'700









Helping The Disabled Becomes
Costly Expense For Taxpayers
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
cost' of helping disabled
Americans has become a
massive but mostly invisible
hemorrhage of dollars from
...the pockets of the nation's
Lam; irpno 
From 
ys se ers a e cr k evr andt __414.
ability insurance to federal
Civil Service pensions, the
burden of providing for those
who cannot work is growing,
with no end in sight.
The problem has largely
been.,tkidden by concern over
the stability of the whole
Social Security system and of
private pension plans — much
like an infection in a patient
who hurts so much from
another disease that he
doesn't notice the second
debilitating illness.
Experts say there are no
simple explanations for the
soaring costs of disability nor
any easy means to halt the
rise.
The most visible cost is the
disability insurance program
run by the Social Security Ad-
ministration. Its checks to 2.8
million Americans will -total
an estimated $11.6 billion this
year.
The cost is expected to be
$26 billion by 1983, when an
estimated 3.5 milion people
will be drawing benefits.
The exploding costs of this
program have depleted the
trust fund set aside for it. ,This
pending bankruptcy is one of
the principal reasons
Congress raised Social
Security taxes and allotted
more of the revenues to
disability programs. Without
congressional action, the trust
fund would have gone broke
late next year.
The disability insurance
program suffers from many
problems: inequities, ar-
bitrary rulings and molasses-
slow administrative
processes.
But factors outside the pro-
gram, such as the nation's
economy and a greater
willingness to apply for all the
benefits that one can get, are
apparently also at work on
this and other disability
programs.
More and more companies
are offering some type of dis-
THE nEws
in BRIEF
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL
WASHINGTON, Ga. ( API —
Four black churches in a 20-
mile line in rural eastern
Georgia were gutted by ores
which investigators believe
were deliberately set. Three
white teenagers were
arrested. Wilkes County
Sheriff Cecil Moore said the
teen-agers had made state-
ments and probably would be
charged today. The wooden
frame churches were unoccu-
pied and there were no in-
juries in the blazes Sunday
night.
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —
Rescue workers have located
the i,vreckage of a United Air-
lines cargo plane which
crashed onto a snowy
npuntain peak but have not
found any sign of its three
crewmen. Federal in-
vestigators are trying to
figure out why the DC-8F jet
which reportedly had trouble
with its landing gear, left a




WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Postal Service is allowed once
more to close post offices that
are losing money. New rules
permitting the closings take
effect today, ending a
moratorium that began July 1,
1976. Rural congressmen have
pressured the postal agency to
keep the facilities open,
leading to the 17-month
moratorium.
INTERNATIONAL
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — The
Cairo peace negotiations re-
sumed today with delegates
reporting new instructions
from their governments and
predicting the talks would—
quicken in pace this week.'
Israeli spokesman Dan Pattir




with President Carter in
Washington. But Begin said in
Washington that he would not
reveal, them in full until he
discussed them with Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat.
FUNCHAL, Madeira API
— At least 19 persons were
killed and 17 are missing in the
crash of a chartered Swiss
jetliner bringing tourists to
this holiday island in the
Atlantic ,for Christmas.
Rescuers pulled 21 survivors
from the sea and were looking
for more. The twin-engine
Caravelle jet from Zurich and
Geneva crashed Sunday
several hundred yards off the
beach at the village of Porto
Novo, about six miles from its
destination, Santa Caterina
Airport. Witnesses said the
plane stayed afloat about five
minutes.
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) —
President Spyros Kyprianou's
son says his kidnappers kept
him blindfolded in a chilly hole
in the ground that was 6 feet
long and 6 feet wide but only 19
inches high. Achilleas Ky-
prianou, 19, a second
lieutenant in the National
Guard, was freed at dawn
Sunday, and his father said he
had promised only that the
kidnappers would not be
prosecuted. The youth was
kidnapped last Wednesday
from outside a commando
training camp in the Troodos
mountains southwest of Ni-
cosia.
ability protection to their
workers. A Conference Board
study found 74 percent of the
companies surveyed had long-
term disability insurance for
at least managerial em-
ployees. In a 1975 Rankers
Trust study, 80 percent of the
pension plans surveyed in-
...eluded disability retirement
provisions.
Industry experts say more
disability claims are being
filed and people are drawing
benefits longer.
This shift has cost private
insurance companies that
write disability insurance
policies millions of dollars in
recent years. By one industry
estimate, companies lost $100
million on disability policies
for individuals in 1974 and
1975.
Other than Social Security,
the disabled cost the federal
government billions in other
ways. There are veterans'
pensions based on disability,
some veterans' medical costs
and disability benefits for
federal workers, including
Civil Service disability pen-
sions.
By one estimate, the overall
cost of taking care of the dis-
abled in 1975 was $114 billion.
That was more than double
the money spent on disability
by government and private
firms five years before.
This estimate, by Monroe
Berkowitz and Jeffery Rubin
of Rutgers University, in-
cludes medical costs of about
$65 billion.
The researchers said the
costs of disability could be
$219 billion in 1980 if the rate of
increase between 1970 and
1975 does not slow.
Idiophones are musical in,
striunents which produce notes
without the aid of a sounding
board or resonator. There are
eight -general classifications:
struc k-together, struck,
stamped on, stamped against
the ground, shaken, scraped,
plucked, and rubbed.
Arrived-Just In Time For Christmas
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and get away with it? Do
you believe-you can
disobey God today and
get away with--itl These
are- very ' Iftious
questions and my friend
if you are disobeying
God today, you may be
lost, cut off, condemned
forever. Read examples
in Acts 5, Leviticus 10,
Numbers 20, Genesis
19:26, Jonah 1, just to





Guitars & Amps. Save at
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
in Paris.
WANTED USED TOYS in
good condition. For




also welcome. Call 753-
6315 or 753-9537.
WILL BE BUYING fur
Monday through
Saturday anytime after
12 noon for 2 months. 641
South on Tom Taylor
Road. Watch for sign.
M. W. Henry 753-5670.











Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
REWARD OFFERED for
return of children's pet-
German Shepard, black
and silver. Call 753-2609
or 753-3165.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
tring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,
8 x 10 2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft. 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking





• Cut Heat Costs'
•Beautify your home•
'Put on end to painting.
Overhang and eves on brick
homes,
For Free Estimate!


























NEED RIDE to Louisville
Christmas Eve will help
with- driving and ex-
penses. Call 7 5 3-9903
before 9 a.m. or after




Would you like to spon-
sor a Christmas
basket for a needy
family? If so, please






Market, 3 miles West of
Dover, Tennessee at
the Big Indian Lhas flat
sheet fiberglass 4' x 4'.
all colors, thousands of
sheets. Also go by and
see Joe Bailey or Linda,
Dill if you have any'
article around the attic;
garage or etc. that you












(4 miles from Murray)
Phone 753-3739
NOTICE WOULD like to
contact person who had
L. C. Smithharnrner gun
at Clarksville gun show.
Call collect 648-8849




needy children of Ozark
Mts. in Ark. If you would
like to help on expenses
of fruit, call Mr. Creek-
mur at 489-2294 or leave
your contribution at
Ross Standard Oil







5 Lost And Found
608T- - -FON -HOUND:-
black, white and tan
male. Larry Woodall,
753-7539.
LOST PAIR OF mens
metal bifocal glasses. In






shift. Apply between 7











needed. Apply in person






Fri. & Sat. 8-2:30
*Hair Cuts *Shaves
209 Walnut Street
Call this number after 500 to assure prompt service nett day, 753-
3685





We will be closed December 23, 24










Boots& Shoes for every activity under the sun.
753-9885 0
murray, K v. 0
0
j Buy 1 Pair Get





6, 7 Styles Casual
11 Shoes
• Men & W-mo,



























located near MSU at 224 S. 13th Street. Brick
veneer full basement, 2 rooms 8r bath upstairs, 5
room 1st floor, beautiful shaded lot 100 x 365 with















trainee for our Mayfield
and Murray offices.
• Ticketing and typing
experience preferable
but not required. No
drinkers or smokers.
Apply by letter. Far
Lands Travel Agency,
127 South 7th St.,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
15. Articles For Sale
WEED EATERS -
Clippie, $19.99, Weedie
Model 500 or 507, while










Zenith 24" black and
white excellent working
condition. $50. Call 489-
2390 after 5 p.m.
 FIREWOOD. Willt-
7WOMEN TO do deliver. Call /53-5857.
housecleaning. .4. 
References. Call 753- THREE LONG dresses,





















Will sell inventory at
cost and lease building.
Lakes area. Call 502-527-
1227.
"Now Would You like To Mind
Your Own Business Next
Year?"
A small business asyxnate has
many business opportunities
with an investment range
$2,500 up to 850,000.
In many cases financinii
available on our credit and PT -









8436 - 1st Ave No
Birmingham, Al' 35206
PH • 205-&33-0144 Ala.)
1-800-611-8444 (Outside Ala 1
LOANS AVAILABLE for
existing business, new
business start ups, first
and second mortgage
loans, signature loans,
up to $25,000, farm loans
some 61/2 per cent loans.
All projects considered.
Call ,1-502-885-1795
between 3 and 11 p.m., 7
days a week.
14. Want To Bo
BURLEY TOBACCO




15 Articles. For Sale
SAVE 1.10 on latest tapes
& albums. Everyday
discount prices at




- ters. $2950. Call 753-1966._
ALUMINUM AWNING 8'
x 24' with wrought iron
posts, grape design.






cherry or cedar. Call
492-8702.
JUI,IETTE AM-FM
stereo with 8 track
player-record and BSR
turntable. $110. Call 759-
1241.
SKIL SAW sale. Model
574, 7,4", 1% HP, $29.99,











office desk. Call 753-0101
before 4 p.m.
SKIL ROUTER sale, 1/2
HP model 548 only
$35.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
15. Articles For Sale
SMOKE ALARM, battery


















replaced for $850. Must
sell on count of death.
Best offer or consider
even trade for 1973
Datsun or Honda Hat-
chback. In like con-




We are manufacturers of chemical specialities for the industrial,
institutional and commercial markets.
If you ate a hard worker with a strong desire to succeed, (sales
experience optional) we will invest our time and money to help
Y- you become successful.
5700 to $350 weekly draw and incentives against liberal corn
missions. Expense allowance while training. Excellent fringe
benefits.





111 wbabl. te •••cla trod mu".
DELTA FOREMOST CHEMICAL
P1) Box 30310. Memphis, Tenn. 38130
or phone 800-238-5150
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Factory Outlet
Bel-Air Shopping Center-Murray
9-9 Weekdays 1-6 Sunday
"Savings up to 50% & more
For The Entire Family"
Leather Coats




































Free ayklei hacks:Pack with the purvhnse
of onto( these little Kotula%
YOU GET A FREE BACK PACK
WHEN YOU BUY ONE OF
THESE HONDAS
OVERBTHONQA
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WHERE PARTICUUR PEOPLE COME TO EAT





























men, women & children
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
NIL Open til 8 p.m. nightly
AM° 
* ** Glad Rags **
* 
Fabric Decorating Is Were *
* Makes Custom Design Easy *** On Clothes, Purses *
* 
* 
* ... All Materials
* The Little R,ed House Of Craf 
*
ts *
* Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center *
* Murray, Ky. *
* Glenn and Betty Helm *
It*********************Nt.
All kinds of Fruits, Nuts and Candies for
your Holiday Needs.
FRUIT BASKETS all sizes made up fresh






to all of you from Us
J & B Farmers
Hati94 East Market Murray. Ky.
SMOOTH TOP electric
range, 36" wide. Con-
tinuous cleaning oven.






Five speed. Call 767-
4255.
.SA1b11141% -21 per cent
off AMF Sunfish and
Force 5. Free delivery
within 50 miles. Great
Christmas gift for whole
family. Ky. Lake Sails,
Highway 62, Calvert
City, Ky. Wednesday-







to purchase at LEACH'S








Noon mod sponA•4 ..-
p..-, Da 00 Now for salwave twill la






8 piece, $39.99; 10 piece,
$54.95. Choice of color.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
GO CARTS, 3 HP, $279.05;
4 HP, $299.95; 5 HP,
$309.95. Wallin Hard- Paris. LEACH'S MUSIC
Oar IME11410111Mfas dmilEutV00‘111X111011111616111111MIIBILIOSHIPM111
24 Miscellaneous
BATH TUBS - Borg






beds ,or campers. Buy
direct from factory and
save. See their elegant
Bamboo, Wicker and
Brass furniture. Wises
West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136 South








post. Many other items.
Phone day or night 618-
524-9614.
SKIL HEAVY V:" drill
with spade handle,










  nose 753-4471 • - - • -
AVAILABLE NOW
Ismsys‘10111Mot itra sum ea etc. maw 'Mtn procitig fS=i etUrethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.




SIBLE person to take up
payments on a 25" color
TV. J & B Music-
Magneax.Call 753-7575.
ZENITH CHRISTMAS
Sale, all TV's reduced.




save you money. All
service guaranteed It
pays to shop at Sissons,
Highway 94, 18 miles
' West of Murray. Call
382-2174.
Warmest and friendliest
of the season's wishes
are bound your way .




















ware.  ?Ad% & 
IB
elle  Overly! LTA*.
M
12.1 Afrpas: (#) c casionAte. moray, icy.
-„










36 For Rent Or lease
HORSE STABLE tor
rent, pasture land also
available Call - Mike
Brannack 753-8850






FOR LEASE - Main
Street Texaco, 15th and








$75.00 each. Will hold











AKC 2 year old red
Cocker. AKC Beagle




LOT - Corner of US-641
and Green Plains
Church Road. Measures
1.74 acres. Adjoins L&N
Railroad right-of-way on
the East side. Excellent




















• Dixieland Center - Free Gift Wrapping
Open Till 8 p. m. Every








Raleigh Industnes of America, Inc
Give a Rampar R-5. The bike kids love
because it looks and feels like a real motor-
cycle. It's just one of our full line of Raleigh
and Rampar bicycles. For kids and adults.
For the best Christmas ever.
Spoke & Redal Inc.cirl5nd Center irteiq
26 TV Radio
THE FOLKS at Sunset
Boulevard urge you to
hurry and lay-away that
Pioneer Car Stereo for
Christmas to guarantee
to have the Pioneer you
want. Pioneers great
demand nationwide this
year has already caused
a shortage on some










and air conditioner. Call
753-5155.
1971 MOBILE HOME, 11/2
bath, 12 x 65. Three
bedrooms. Call 753-9570.
1974 MOBILE HOME, 3
bedroom, 2 baths,





29 Mobile Home Rentals
TRAILER FOR RENT.
See B. B. Dill Murray
Drive In Theatre en-
trance.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3230.








16th Street. Call 753-
3855.
31 Want To Rent
TWO BEDROOM house in
country. Call 762-2791 or
901-247-5559
34 Houses fof Rent
TWO BEDROOM house,
carpeted throughout. On
55 acre farm. $150
month. Call Lila Waller






















at tzs timc rau Cut Totting lac cot kegirsai osier 11104114111111g Illus
Anniversary
Sale
lust in time for Christmas
Get Your Christmas
Boots at a discount
price and gift
wrapped too!







Special , -- nixieland (enter







••••••-•'. 4̀.„ f.tt -,„
Bag & Beads
;NEW HOURS TNRU CHRISTMAS
OPEN SUNDAYS 1-5




















r nos less soa Jess =4 =A MK MA MR fz34 Ata leg ICS =-1 MO
Plan
Having a hard time deciding on a
gift?







Store Hours through Christmas
11-6 Mon.-Sat., 1-4 Sunday
Dixieland Shopping Center
753-9668




















Just listed this large 4 bedroom, 3 bath home on
private one acre tract, 4L-2 miles from Murray
Almost 3000 square feet of living area in this
home which has extra large rooms and large 2
car garage. Built-in kitchen with all appliances
including refrigerator, range, dishwasher,
disposal and trash compactor staying with sale
of home. Priced well below replacement cost -
only $45,000. Phone us today for more in-
formation.




George Gallagher 753.81 29 Geri Andersen 753 7932
Hurry PsetoIrion,4994,1419 II glom&
Reebern 753-4474
Dlr.' IS NE. MURRAY Ky LEDGER & TIMES Monday 19 1977
••••••••
-








Come in for a test drive.
ID PURDOM
Olds-Pontioc-Codilloc
"Sanstted ( woorners Are Our
Main Concern







/ Check These Christmas




Machines v Holiday Fabric
v Cabinets Scissors
v Button Hole Attachments
•
§ *Bel-Air Center r, (,O0 1160401 CC 4.IFR
0:L AWAAVAVAAW.A753-5323 • A riaoema It 01 THE SINGER COMPANY
Center
KING'S DEN
7 ile-Nothieg...4.#: you deserts it!.4.
f. Arnerica's first 14 oz. All Cot Blue Denim Jeans and Jackets
P, that:
P' Never shrink out of size ; Resist shriveling,
I wrinkling and puckering, Get softer sooner,
I Stay nronger longer, Fit and fadebeautifully, Backed by a full one yearwarranty
ii
$4
Wrth the Built-in Edge.
SEWING MACHINE
























on this duplex - Make li-
la iver-eent ea-your -l.-.--
vestment - also have
income property
available in the form of
14 rental units filled to





South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7511061
YOU'LL GET back to the
basics of life if you
purchase this remodeled
country home .and 40
acres with lovely land-
scaped surroundings
and 5 ponds in wooded
setting. Several out-
buildings, fenced area
for horses, pine forest
with walking and riding
trails meandering to a
beautiful 1 acre lake
surrounded by wooded
hillsides. You'll not see
another picture this
pretty in this area.
Phone us today at
Kopperud Realty, 753-





consisting of 3.18 acres
and located in Graves
County, 9 miles South-
west of Mayfield at
intersection of Hwy. 45
and Bell Road. This is a
choice piece of property
and priced very
reasonably at $5500, and
owner will finance.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for more in-
formation.
GET READY for winter
in this 3 bedroom brick
ranch home with central
gas heat, central air,
den with fireplace,
attached garage, and
good west side location.
Priced in the mid 30's.
Let us show you this
.-roomy, yet eeay home.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for more in-
formation.
FOUR BEDROOM home
and 20 acres. Frame




8 miles northwest of
Murray. For more in-
formation phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222. We are working
hard to provide the best
possible serviee to you.
WALLET WATCHERS -
4 bedrooms, 11/2 story -
located on deep lot near
university - priced in the


















Just listed a two
bedroom house in
Crossland, Tennessee.
The lot has several fruit
trees, strawberry patch
and a garden area for
spring planting. Priced
at only $11,500. You
must see this one. Call
John C. Neubauer Real
Estate, 753-0101 for
more information or






it5f Your P,-irw,..,,, cor.ri, it





















































Open Friday Nights Til 100 p in
Murray, Ky.
Hwy. 641 No. 753-3037












71-5, quality goes in before the name goes m











Display some good timing on mantel or table. This
traditional Concord clock bus eserrric pendulum movement
for accurate timekeeping; hand-grained Woodtone finish
case; nand *anted dial with authentic looking keyhole,
lustrom fel* crystal. 21Hz 12"W 41/2"D.











$4.00 Extra If No Trade-In




S. 12th Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center 753-1966
11111M1111
120 ACRES-completely
fenced with most cross-
fenced, 92 acres ten-
dable. Has well, stock
barn, tobacco barn and
base. Located on
Tucker-Garland Road.























7 4 Main 753 1 222
A HOME FOR ALL
SEASONS:Located in
Panorama this lovely
year around home has a
breathtaking view. 2
large bedrooms, 2 baths,
dining area, large living




garage. Boat Dock has
pump, wired for elec-
tricity. Be a Real Santa
Claus! Call us today, at
753-8080 or come by 105





46. Homes F.,/ Sale
FOR SALE or rent - four
room frame house on 1
acre lot in Hazel. Call
492-8746.
.46













BY OWNER - 3 bedroom
brick, 11  baths, large
kitchen-den, 3 walk in
closets, wall to wall
carpet, newly painted
inside, economical








1976 CR 250 M Elsinore
Honda, like new. Ex-
cellent condition. $800.
Call 492-8511.










$29.99; 5 year guaran-
tee, $32.59. Maintenance
free 5 year guarantee,
$39.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
49 Used Cars L Trucks
BUICK FLECTRAS
with 57,000 miles, good
condition. $1995. 1975 
with 40,000 mires spare
never dawn, $4195. Call
753-4445 after 4 p.m.
1972 PONTIAC, all power.
New tires and battery.
$1100. Call 753-2576 or
see at 700 South 9th St.
49 Ustd Cars & Lucks
1955 FORD PICKUP,




radio that plays, $50.
Call 489-2791 after 5 p.m..
MUST SELL 1970:
Maverick, 6 cylinder, 3.
speed, new clutch, runs
good. $300 firm. May be •
seen at Bonners




















1 MUSIC CENTER tw 1411 Main *pray, Ky
itt:5: VS /110411151110,13t9.51r4 WS AFS lass 5:a iis3 vos aifra vs %;" St '1
SONY
753.3w &.K51141MiAlla .54,2515S5105 MRS.% iess szetiva leva NAM&
Your Shopping Bag ViII
Be Brimming Over
• 0
With Unique Gifts When You
Slow ft The Shoe Tree
figner Couts4;fores. Belts. Ker Chains.
Boots. Purses. Scarves'.






















Have a Happy Prepaid Christmas







On November 1, 1977, a 10% penalty
was added to all unpaid city of Murray
property tax bills. To avoid additional
charges, tax bills must be paid prior to
January 1, 1978. Payment should be
forwarded to the city clerk's office,
City Hall Building, 5th and Poplar
Streets, Murray, Kentucky. Office
hours 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday
thru Friday._ .
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1969 PLYMOUTH Sports
1971 CHRYSLER New 1974 MARK IV, 80,000 Fury. Can be seen K and
--44witerr-1**---Ptymnurt--
Fury III. Call 438-2555. 7534445*
SPORTY 1976 SUNBIRD
2AM=hAW%WtWOWAVAZOOtt


































up to sir OFF
(Free Drilling a Free game
Pro Line
Golf Clubs Balls • Bags
ALL REDUCED
Jackets, V-Neck Sweaters, Shirts lnd
















with all options. Four
 Cylinder. Good mileage.
One owner. $3000. Call
753-0983 after 6 p.m.
1976 PINTO, excellent
condition. 13,500 miles7ti,











WHAT A DERENCS ONE ̀ EAR
body. 1967 1500 CC CAN MAKE.
engine with tow bar
doors. All new tires.
Extra wheels. $850. Call
436-5404.
1970 PONTIAC Bon-
neville, 4 door, 54,000
actual miles. $650. Call
436-2675.





steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove





automatic, 318, 1 owner,
57,000 miles. Call 1-354-
6574 5-9 p.m.
1973 34 TON Heavy duty






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION











by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall













THE PERFECT SY,MBOLS OF LOVE
As you begin a lifetime together your beautifully
matched Keepsake wedding rings are perfect symbols
of the love you share. They are superbly styled in
elegant 14 carat gold. Keepsake matched wedding
rings are designed to please every possible taste
from classic, to contemporary, to avant garde . . and
to assureasting pride and satisfaction.
ffDif
f;
Portable Typewriters Attache Cases
Pen Sets • Desk Accessories
itz Many gift items for, that "Special" boss




FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor










fecient service. No job





Then call 753-6614- T.
DRIVE WA
parking areas white




DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps' We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,




and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field










home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p.m. 436-5896.
WATCH AND CLOCK
repairing. MI  work
guaranteed. Call 759-
WILL IIAUL ANY type of
white rock, np rap, and
sand. Lime, sawdust or
decorative rock. Also
free 'a estimates on
drlyeitiraY anti parking
lots. Call Roger Hutson,








Company Inc. Air con-







Tree Co. Full insured.








Neer & Rebuilt Units. Repairs
of all wakes
502-442-9396




Let us help you with
all your printing needs.
We also have
quick copy service
Early Amick= Style C16254a Early American styling with a
distinctive country look m a cabinet of Pine veneers and har-
dwood solids Overhang top and straight bracket base Deluxe
three-piece gallery Concealed casters. H " W r" D 194:"
25" Diagonal
Standard Features
T-Matic II Color Tuning
.Deluxe 30,000-volt GT-300 Solid-State Chassis






TRICIAN and two 11-7-
WRAIIIN44111- • silfiil-ww46-----try--
plumbing. heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and







struction Co., Route 2,
FREE - Eight week old ,
puppy. Male. White.
Very healthy and will
make a nice pet. Call
753-5923.
FOUR 6 WEEK old pure
bred bird dog pups. Free





v- Roll Top Bread Box
v- Picture Poster Raisin Racks
p•-' Egg Coddlers
v- Salt Grinders
v- Individual Cookie Cutter
v.-Glass Punch Ladles
Farberware
"Always Free Gift Wrapping"
Starks Hardware.101:orth4:icid.P.:14airairceepipciorcreptirtrar:Ilurray, Ky.
Serifs, Sport Coots, Top Geoft, Al Purpose Coats,
Jukes, Shirts, Sweaters, lmins, Petits, Painemes,
Rebes, Underwear, Secks, Belts, lillfelds, Ties, Gloves
/lets, Cops, Dress Sloe's, Work Sheet, Pre-Reds end Con-
verse Shoes, Work Chitties, Matchnio Sits, Overalls,
Coveralls, Rubber toots
Downtown Shopping Center_ Where you will find quality
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Iferree, perdea, were, sewer,
power awl ceircrete tools and
etc.
753-5703
102 North 4th Street
"MURRAY, KENTUCKY-,





Curtis Edward - Jackson,
father of Renee, Mike, Randy,
and Kenny Jackson, all of
Murray, died very suddenly at
two a.m. at Fayetteville, Ark.
He was 44 years of age.
Survivors include his
daughter, and three sons of
Murray; his father and step
mother, Mr. and Mrs. Curits
Jackson, Dawson Springs,
four sisters, Mrs. Helen
Rogers and Mrs. Betty
Adocock, Dawson Springs,
Mrs. Lois Bean, St. Charles,
and Mrs. Marie Bivens,
Manitou; one brother, Marvin
Jackson, Dawson Springs
Route One.
The funeral will be held at
two p.m. at the chapel of the
Beshear Funeral Home,
Dawson Springs with the Rev.
Julian Ethridge officiating.
Burial will follow in the Dunn
Cemetery here.





Ralph Reavis of Dexter died
this morning at 3:20 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 71 years of
age and an employee of
Garland Used Cars, Murray.
Mr. Reavis was a member
of the Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church. Born
March 20, 1906, in McCracken
County, he was the son of the
late Charles Reavis and Della
Bynum Reavis.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Inell McDaniel Reavis,
Dexter; one son, Ronnie
Reavis, Paducah; one
grandson, Donnie Reavis,
Dexter; one sister, Mrs.
Heiken Saladino, Paducah;
three cousins, Van Valentine,
Murray, Joe Bynum, Dallas,
Texas, and Ruby Barth, El
Centro, Calif. - - • 
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Steve Shapard and Bobby
Warren officiating. The music
and song service will be by the
choir of the Dexter-Hardin
Church with Chuck Cleaver as
leader. Burial will follow in
the Murray Memorial Gar-
dens.
Friends may call at the






The funeral for Mrs.—Ray
19caphinP Catal_ Wattle!). of 
Taylor, Mich., former
resident of Calloway County,
was held Sunday at two p.m.
at the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Dr. James A. Fisher
officiating. Gus Robertson,
Jr., was soloist and Richard
Jones was organist.
Pallbearers were Hubert
Rice, Larry Waetjen, Russ
Steiner, Russell Steiner, Glen
Norton, Bill Bailey, Stanley
'Allen, and Harvey Nagarya.
Burial was in the Coles Camp
Ground Cemetery.
Mrs. Waetjen, age 56, died
Tuesday at ten a.m. at the
Wayne County General
Hospital, Detroit, Mieh. She
was a member of St. John's
Lutheran Church at Taylor, a
graduate of Murray Training
School and Murray State
University, and the grand-
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie G. Jones of
Calloway County. Her parents
were the late Tom and Ethel
Jones Cain.
Survivors include her
husband, Ray. to whom she
was married on September 6,
1964; two sons, Lee Thomas
Walters and Kenny Walters;
four stepsons, krry, Dennis,




derson, Desiree Norton, and
Estilee Link; four uncles,
Elmus S., Henry, Carlos G.,
and C. W. Jones; nineteen
grandchildren.
Mrs. Alice Marie Powell
died Saturday morning at her
home on Benton Route Eight.
She was 63 years of age.
Survivors include her
husband, Raleigh Powell;
three stepdaughters, Mrs. D.
Trimble of Hardin, Mrs.
Marjorie Wood of Mexico, and
Mrs. Bessie Johnson of Benton
Route Eight; three stepsons,
David Powell, Benton Route
Eight, Raleigh Powell, Jr.,
Illinois, and Robert Powell,
Indianapolis, Ind.
Private funeral services
were held this morning at
eleven o'clock at the chapel of
the Collier Funeral Home,
Benton, with the Rev. Mike
Gatton officiating. Burial




Final rites for Greene 0.
Wilson were held Sunday at
3:30 p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker and the Rev. Dr. H.
C. Chiles officiating. G,us
Robertson, Jr., was soloist
and Richard Jones was
organist.
Active pallbearers were Dr.
Jay Wilson, Hoyce Wrather,
Art Foster, James Hester
Foster, Codie Caldwell, and
Norman Cook. Honorary
pallbearers were the mem-
bers of the Clayborne Jones
Sunday School Class of the
First Baptist Church where he
was a member. Burial was in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Wilson, age 78, died
Thursday at 5:25 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Born December 23.
1898, he was the son of the late
Jessie Leo Wilson and
Rebecca Rogers Wilson.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Adele Simmons Wilson,
to whom he was married on
August 31, 1929; one son, Dr.
Fred Wilson, and two grand-
sons, Joel and Bobby Wilson,
Pittsford, N. Y.; four sisters,
Mrs. J. B. Wrather, Troy,
Mich., Mrs. Gatlin Stephens,
St. Clair Shores, Mich., Mrs.
Lester Vancil, Royal Oak,
Mich., and Mrs. Boston




Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet Monday, December 19,
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
All members are urged to
attend, a spokesman said.
THINK ABOUT IT.
By Kenny Imes
Got all your Christmas shopping done? Still un-
decided about a shirt, robe, slip, toaster, tie or toys?
Are you sure you didn't overlook some one? Got your
decorations in order? Your tree, bells, tinsel, candles,
holly? Are all your cards addressed or in the mail/ Any
'last minute additions needed' What about your Christ-
mas dinner? All set? Know where you will be - and with
whom?
These and similar questions are being asked nearly
eyerywhere. You have heard them before. You will
hear them again. And again. In all this joyful festival
preparation - and hideous confusion at times - and you
rarely hear a certain question. It may be old fashioned
task it, but here it is: Why is mankind apparently
more concerned with symbols, pageantry and personal
sentiment - instead of the spiritual reality of Christ-
mas?...
We will have an interesting thought on the spiritual
reality of Christmas here next week... Watch for it




Mrs. 011ie Hale Is
Dead At Age 74;
Funeral Tuesday.
Mrs. 011ie Willie B) Hale of
912 North 18th Street, Murray,
died Sunday at seven p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 74 years of
age. jp
The deceased was a
member of the Coles Camp
Ground United Methodist
Church. Born January 8, 1903,
in Calloway County, she was
the daughter of the late Jim
Cunningham and Liza Hubbs
Cunningham.
Mrs. Hale is survived by her
husband, 011ie Hale, to whom
she was married on,Jan.uary
15, 1920; two daughters, Mrs.
J. T. (Mary Louise) Phillips,
Route Two, Covey Drive,
Murray, and Mrs. Tommy
(Linda) Guthrie, 808 North
18th Street, Murray; one son,
Billy Joe Hale, Almo Route




The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. at the
Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church with the
Rev. John Jones officiating.
The music and song service
will be by the Church Choir.
Burial will follow in the
church cemetery with the
arrangements by the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home
where friends may call after
four p.m. today (Monday).
Committee To Start Budget Hearings Next Month
By MARIA BRAD EN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, KY. (AP) —
The Joint Committee on
Appropriations and Revenue
may hold hearings next month




The governor submits his
executive budget mid-way
through the session before be-
ginning the detailed budget
analysis process. This may be
the first time that hearings
are held prior to the release of
the budget, committee
chairman Rep. Joe Clarke,
said.
Holding a series of hearings
early in the legislative session
"should simplify and speed up
the budget process," the Dan-
ville Deinocrat said in an
interview.
Clarke, chairman of the
committee that makes
recornuirii 'is net —the
executive budget to the full
legislature, said the com-
mittee has always had to
consider the budget with "the
meter running" since it came
fairly late in the session.
"So many bills are tied to
the budget process, it tends to
lam everything up," he said.
The early days of the session
are not so pressured, and
there should be ample time to
hold one or two hearings a
Accidents Investigated
By City Police Officers
Murray Police investigated
two separate accidents that
resulted in injuries Sunday
afternoon, according to a
police spokesman.
Sixty-four-year-old Mrs.
Herbert McNeil, Route 1,
Boaz, sustained injuries to her
legs and feet when the car she
was riding in as a passenger
collided with 'another auto at
about 1:50 p.m. Sunday, on
U.S. 641 between Chestnut
Street and the Bypass in
Murray. -- -
Drivers of the vehicles were
Herbert McNeil, 68, Route 1,
Boaz, and Charles Campbell,
21, Route 4, Hickman.
Police said the accident
occured when Campbell,
heading north on the highway,
attempted a left Min and the
McNeil auto rammed into the
rear of the Campbell auto.
Mercy Ambulance tran-
sported Mrs. McNeil to
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
In another un-related ac-
cident, two passengers were
injured but didn't go to the
hospital, in a collision at the
intersection of Sycamore and
Sixteenth Street in Murray.
Injured were Betty Kelso,
26, 806 Sunnylane, Murray, a
passenger in a car driven by
Albert L. Kelso, 30, 806 Sun-
nylane, and Pauline Willough-
by, 67, Route 5, Murray, a
passenger in a car driven by,
67-year-old John C. Willough-
by, also Route 5, Murray.
Police said the accident
occured when Willoughby
pulled across 16th from
Sycamore into the path of
Kelso who was traveling north
on 16th. The accident hap-
pened about 5 _pin. Sunday.
Bad Weather Will Bring
Blackbirds, Commissioner Says
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State. Agriculture Com-
missioner Tom Harris feels
Kentucky's yearly problem
with blackbirds and starlings
will not materialize until bad
weather sets in.
Harris said there are cur-
rently only two known large
rposts dikadibirrcb-iiid star-
lings — in Logan and Hart
counties — and two others that
officials had their eyes on_in
Powell and Warren counties
have suddenly dispersed.
"The birds are here, there is
no question about that, they
just haven't gotten into the big
roosts as in the past years,"
Harris said.
''But in the past it has de-
pended upon the severity of
the weather. Until this
weather really starts to get
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger4
Times by I. M. Simon Co. of Murray are
as follows:
Industrial Avg -1.59
rough, they are going to be
changing around, here, there
and yonder," Harris said.
"When the weather gets
rough, they begin to gather in
thickets, where there are good
wind breaks and they have
better protection," he said.
"They just haven't gone to
-those places yet."
— Kentucky has been fighting
a largely losing battle in the
past few years to disperse the
large roodttof blackbirds and
starlings, which create
problems for farmers by
Airco 34 +4
Air Products 25% -%
American Motors 37,4 uric
Ashland Oil 304 +%
AT&T 60% +1/4
Ford Motor Co. 43% -1'4
Gen Dynamics 46% unc
General Motors 5114 Al,
General Tire 22% -%
Goodrich 21% -4 •
Gulf Oil . 26% unc
TAM 2644 +1/4
Pennwalt 364 unc
Quaker Oats 224 -114 '
Tappan 74 -1,4
Western Union 1714 one
Zenith Radio  - 14% -4
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of MIciitgari, Corp. of
Murray, are as follows:
Heublein Inc   24% -4
Mc Dcuialds Corp 514 -%
Ponderosa Systems 154 -%
Kimberly Clark 424 unc
Union Carbide 4014 -%
W R. Grace 264 -4
Texaco 25% unc
General Elec. 484 -4
GAF Corp 104 one
Georgia PaCifIC 27% -%
Pfizer X% +%
Jim Walters IS% +ND
Kirsch 2,4% -4
Disney - 361.44 -4
Franklin Mint 84 one
Sacks For Needy To
Be Distributed By
Broadus Creekmur
Broadus Creekmur is now in
the process of preparing
Christmas sacks for the needy
children of the Ozark
Mountains area in Arkansas.
Any persons desiring to help
with the expenses of the fruit
or by contributing items for
the sacks may tall Creekmur
at 489-2294 or leave the con-
tributions at Ross Standard
Station, 15th and Main Streets,
Murray.
eating crops and livestock
feed. Some people also con-
tend the birds are health
hazard for humans, claiming
the large collection of bird
droppings promote the lung
disease histoplasnosis.
Harris noted the chemical
tergitol, or PA 14, which is
sprayed on the birds in an ef-
fort to cause them to die from
exposure, but is severely
limited by the need for the
ideal weather conditions.
IT'S LATER THAN YOU THINK!
One Way To Build A
More Secure Future Is: 746
of benton
Individual Retirement Accounts
Get tax-deferred benefits on your 197/
income tax return by opening or adding
to your IRA before Dec. 31, 1977
DO IT before DECEMBER
ELIGIBILE? Any person under 701/2
years of age if, during the taxable year,
you were not covered by a qualified or
governmental retirement plan. You do
not have to be self-employed either.
Plan covers persons on salaries or
wages, as well as self-employed In-
dividuals, such as fa irpms and small
businessmen.
TAI-SNELTERED. See Os AA. full details.
You'll find our AURORA Branch (on Hwy. 68 not far









week through the first month,
Clarke said.
One benefit of scheduling
hearings would be to give new
legislators a chance to
familiarize themselves with
important issues tied to the
In4et before We—daily Etudg et
hearings get underway.
"The legislative mem-
bership. changes so radically
even members of the ap-
propriations and revenue
committee change. Some are
not coming back this year,"
Clarke said.
Hearings would supplement
the work accomplished during
the legislative interim, which
was unusually short. Prepara-
tion for the upcoming session
was cut short because of last
December's special session,
and did not really get under-
way until after the May pri-
mary.
Clarke said the fad that not
all members of the interim
committees will return for the
session means their decisions
are not taken in the same way
as decisions of the standing
committees during the
legislature. As a result, the
January hearings will have a
greater impact than they
would have if held during the
interim, he said.
"And it won't cost the public
anything more," he added.
Issues that could be the sub-
ject of a hearing include: 
—Rail transportation, in-
cluding the shortage of hopper
cars for coal and grain; and a
federal plan to ensure contin-
ued rail service to com-
munities where it is essential.
—The energy trust fund.
The quegtion of the state's
debt position, and how much
more it should encumber it-
self.
—The philosophy behind the




teachers and state employes.
Clarke said he would go over
the committee's discussions to
determine what might be
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